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Coat-of-Arms

Furniture's Proudest

Since 1853
your
customers have looked
to this shop mark as
their protection when
buying^
their
pride
ever after.

The rebirth of Berkey & Gay becomes
dramatically
evident
as old friends pass
through this
doorv) a y to the. n e w
Berkey & Gay shoivrooms.

B e r k e y OL Ciay announce
th.e Premier Showing of tkeiir New Line
Following months of thoughtful study and careful planning,
the premier showing of the new Berkey & Gay line will be held
in the new Berkey & Gay showrooms, located at the factory,
plant 1, at the corner of Monroe Avenue and Mason Street,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, commencing Friday, May 1, 1936,
at 8:00 A.M., and continuing to Saturday, May 9.
Backed by its management and personnel, those traditions
and policies so successful in past Berkey & Gay history will
be faithfully maintained in the future. Only furniture of finest
quality, in keeping with Berkey & Gay's cherished reputation,
superbly styled by the foremost staff of designers in the country,
will be distributed on an exclusive basis by the leading furniture and department stores in every community.

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE CO. • GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
S h o w r o o m s

a

t t h ef a c t o r y ,

p l a n t

1

, c o r n e r

M o n r o e
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1
'Since we put in our department o
d^ftk, we have been getting more business
from the wealthier families.9'

A Carved Oak Living Room,
Sold to a Fine Home,
Will Advertise Your Store Favorably for Years
You can afford to put more effort behind Carved
Oak because of the added profit and the advertising job it will do for you.
You can trade up with Carved Oak. Write us
about a display, or see us in May at the Carved
Oak Galleries in the Keeler Building at Grand
Rapids.

Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair Company
Oak Specialists
HASTINGS — MICHIGAN
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b b l H r A K K b K is a chair around which
you may build any number of interesting
ensembles for the living room. Victorian in
style, it has a smart sophistication that makes
it right at home in almost any type of room,
with properly selected cover. Let us send you
photographs, prices, and tell you how other
stores are "going to town" with it.

ANNE H A T H A W A Y

is a

chair low in

price and high in value. When you need something to pull up your sales volume and put you
on the map with the home-makers in your
trading area, feature Anne Hathaway in your
advertising and on your floor. Priced right,
comfortable and so attractive that it's a wellnigh irresistible piece. Write for photographs
and price lists.

^-/)

•MAYCover illustration courtesy
Johnson, Handley, Johnson Co.
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• The comfortable and
spacious atmosphere of
the Waters-Klingtnan
Building corridors make
buying less of

HALF o* GRAND RAPIDS EXHIBITORS SHOW HERE
Exhibitors know their merchandise will be seen in the Waters-Klingman Building
because it has the highest percentage of buyer attendance of any building in the
market. Its six floors of displays include merchandise in a wide price bracket range.
Here, too, you'll find many exclusive service features available. For instance, a free
check room, switchboard, complete shipping service, night porter, lunch cart service.
No exhibition building in the country can boast a higher percentage of occupancy.

WATERS-KLINGMAN BUILDING
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

• The club room on
the first floor provides
an imposing entrance
and an easy place to
visit with the many
friends you'll meet in
this popular exhibition
building.

PUBLIC LIBRARY

4907-18
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"CHARLES P. LIMBERT COMPANY'
new exhibition space

Jth FLOOR FINE ARTS BLDG..
w CHARLESP

LIMBERT

AT THE SPRING MARKET
A new line of attractive furniture for the
dining room — NINE FINE GROUPS in
a variety of period and modern designs

CABINET-MAKERS

in walnut, mahogany and combinations.

Also RICHWOOD solid walnut bedroom furniture
Charles P. Limbert's merchandise has long been
featured by leading scores in America and can
be found in modern American homes, club
rooms, lounges and hotels. The character of
workmanship, style and finish has long been a
by-word in American furniture retailing.

CHARLES P. LIMBERT COMPANY
HOLLAND

MICHIGAN
We appreciate mentioning you sa^v this in FIXE FURNITURE
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Do you know that Imperial advertising, in May, featuring these
and other outstanding
table
values, will appear in GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING and AMERICAS
HOME magazines — *'selling"
Imperial Tables in more than
3,000,000 selected
American
homes?

DO

YOU KNOW • •
• that more buyers are expected at the Grand Rapids
May Market than at any mid-season showing since
1929?
• that for the May Market, Imperial will show the
largest number of new tables ever brought out for
a mid-season showing?
• that with the increased use of tables in the home,
and the greatly improved conditions of business
generally, that you can look forward to the best
table business you have had in years?
• that Imperial's new line in smart styling, recognized
quality, and attractive prices, with the advertising
and merchandising program Imperial have planned
for this fall, offer you the greatest opportunity for
your business and profits?
• that, as for the last 33 years, a cordial welcome,
as well as the greatest line of tables in America,
awaits you at the Imperial factory showrooms in
Grand Rapids?

IMPERIAL FURNITURE CO.
G R A N D

R A P I D S

•

M I C H I G A N

We appreciate mentioning you saw this in FIXE FURXIP
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No. 332 SOFA

SETTING the PACE WITH a NEW LINE

Featuring. . .
NEW DESIGNS IN MODERN
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY AND
THE LATEST FABRIC TRENDS

Introducing . . .
A NEW FEDERAL AMERICAN
ENSEMBLE AND SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN A PROMOTIONAL GROUP

MICHIGAN FURNITURE SHOPS, INC.
Manufacturers of

UPHOLSTERED

FURNITURE

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Display at the Factory Showrooms of Grand Rapids Chair Co.
Representatives: A. L. BRACKETT

• E. C. GAMBLE

• R. D. THOMAS

We appreciate mentioning you saw this in FINE FURNITURE
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Excerpt, New York Sun, January 18.

... the most interesting99— Charles Messer Stowe
Charles Messer Stowe, the recognized furniture authority and furniture
editor of the New York Sun, in the January 18th, 1936, issue, said: "Most
of the exhibitors produced new groups in traditional design, however,
and of these the most interesting was a bedroom suite designed by
William Tucker for the Groenleer-Vance Furniture Company of Grand
Rapids. The contours followed the lines of the early Chippendale and
on the hollowed, chamfered corners were fruit and flower carvings in
the manner of Grinling Gibbons, deeply undercut. The mahogany was
carefully selected for its florid grain."

MAKERS

OF FINE

FURNITURE

GROENLEER-VANCE FURNITURE CO.
KEELER BUILDING

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
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THE MARKET
BUYER CAN
TO MISS

More important new lines
will be shown at the Grand
Rapids Market in May than at
any other time in the past five
years
More important new lines will
be shown in Grand Rapids in
May than at any of the other
market centers!
For this market, every exhibitor has made a special effort

GRAND RAPIDS
IVe appreciate mentioning you saw this in FINE FURNITURE
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to bring out new creations
of outstanding appeal and
value.

MAY 1 to
MAY 9

Indications definitely point to
the largest attendance for
any mid-season market, at
any time, in the long history
of the Grand Rapids Market.
By all means, make your plans
now to a t t e n d the most
important mid-season market
ever held in Grand Rapids —
the Market no buyer can
afford to miss!

FURNITURE EXPOSITION ASSOCIATION
We appreciate mentioning you sazv this in FINE FURNITURE
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FINE ARTS FURNITURE CO.
GRAND

RAPIDS,

MICHIGAN

offers tables and occasional pieces
that sell quickly and profitably
FINE ARTS FURNITURE CO. affords your customers a variety of
patterns to select from that are exquisitely styled, correctly constructed
and carrying a finish of permanency.
For the May market special emphasis has been placed on traditional
patterns, some of them reproductions, in keeping with current trends.
It is not difficult to turn your stock of small tables and occasional
pieces when you handle Fine Arts creations.

DISPLAYED IN WATERS-KLINGM AN BLDG.

No. 968 — Georgian
mahogany table, top
14" x 24", 23" high.

No. 426—Chippendale
t r i p o d t a b l e , top
24"x24", 26" h i g h .
Price $12.

We appreciate mentioning you saw this in FINE FURNITURE

No. 1004 •— Hepplewhite cocktail table,
t o p 18" x 30", 17"
high. Price $19.50.

for
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ways to "MAKE MONEY" on

the KINDEL Line
Many stores mark up Kindel fur-

On the other hand, some very

niture 125% or more, and find

successful stores mark up Kindel

that it still sells in competition to

furniture 80% or less, and find

other furniture on their floors,

it an exceedingly profitable line,

"with a shorter mark-up. Reason:

because it sells more readily than

the subtle designs, quality finish,
and •well-tailored cabinet-work,
make Kindel Furniture look more
expensive than it really is. Here
is a real way to "make money"

most furniture in its price range,
and because it requires practically no servicing of any kind.
Large volume sales build both

when the experiences of others

substantial business and satisfac-

prove you can maintain sales and

tory profits. Furthermore, Kin-

also maintain such high mark-

del's policy of styling eliminates

ups.

mark-downs.

Either policy "makes money" for stores concentrating on the Kindel line, because the Kindel
tradition of quality first has been skillfully combined with advanced facilities and efficient
operations resulting in more attractive prices and
salable value than can be found elsewhere in the
realm of fine furniture.

KINDEL FURNITURE COMPANY
Qrand %apids, ^Michigan
SHOWROOMS:

6TH F L O O R ,

KEELER

We appreciate mentioning you saw this in FINE FURNITURE
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The Bedroom Promotion Group Dealer:

West
Michigan
West Michigan will introduce at
the May Market a group of 25
mahogany bedroom pieces from
18 th Century sources -which are
the answer to the promotion manager's prayer.
Smoothly designed and traditionally sound, they are the outcome of a long period of creative
planning to incorporate the specific
sales-appeal features stressed by
important retailers who came to
us and outlined their need for this
group.
This is an engineering-built
group, with every step of the
manufacturing process projected
and carefully analyzed to elim-

WEST MICHIGAN FURNITURE COMPANY OF HOLLAND
Largest Exclusive Bedroom Display in Grand Kapids Market
Waters-Klingman

Building

We appreciate nuati'jning you saw this in FIXE FURNITURE
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demanded — Built to their Specifications

will be the hot spot
-it the May Market
inate superfluous motion in construction and
valueless details that add to the cost. As a
result, there emerges precision-built furniture which adheres to quality standards and
permits plus-values.
Twenty-five flexible pieces capable of a
dozen effective combinations, in the price
brackets where you make your promotional
play.
A clean, compelling group with which you
can go places. Packed with eye-value and
consumer appeal. It will sweeten your bedroom department and provide a source of
powerful promotions.
Make no commitments in bedroom furniture, until you have a look at us in May, and
see how close we've come to what you told
us you wanted.

ft'e appreciate mentioning you saw this in FINE FURNITURE
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year it was estimated that over
300 million dollars' worth of furniLtureAST
was produced in the United States.

The modern wall grouping at the top of the
page is manufactured by Imperial Furniture
Co., Grand Rapids. The exquisite Hurawood
desk. No. 831, is made by the same concern.
It has nine drawers, 23"x42" top. Displayed
at the factory showrooms. The Victorian
chair. No. 1350, is by Charlotte Chair Co.,
Charlotte, Mich., exhibited in Fine Arts Bldg.

What's Going On
at the May Market
By ROD MACKENZIE
Editor, FINE FURNITURE

This represented a gain of approximately 33^3% over 1934, and according
to statistics released by the United
States Department of Commerce well
over 400 million dollars' worth of household merchandise will be manufactured
this year. The all-time record year was
1927 when the production peak was
attained with a total volume of 550
million dollars. Whether this latter mark
will ever be reached again is debatable,
due to the fact that many of the
concerns producing furniture in 1927 have passed out of the
manufacturing picture. However, 400 million dollars worth of
furniture represents a lot of beds, tables, chairs and whatever
you make and sell for Johnny Q. Public's home. If the estimation approaches within shouting distance of this figure a large
majority of the factories will be operating full time and
dealers will be increasing their turn-over percentages.
Reasons • On page 28 of this issue is a story of a modern
model house. Similar promotions in addition to rumblings of a
building boom of important magnitude, plus a steady increase
in the filing of marriage licenses, substantiate the prophecy of an
increase in the sale of homefurnishings for 1936 over that of
1935. Then there's the much-maligned and disputed veterans'
bonus, releasing its millions of dollars. And finally, the tragic
flood situation will be turned into volume through an enormous
replacement market. It has been recalled that following the
floods in Ohio and surrounding districts in 1913 a tremendous
flow of business resulted. Without being pollyannish, the 1936
totals and profits should compensate for some of the discouraging figures of the past few years.
Prognosticating the style trend of a furniture market is a
dangerous pastime. And in quiet moments we doubt its usefulness. But after talking with numerous manufacturers and
imbibing their enthusiasm for certain new suites, loitering over
a designer's drafting board and discussing moulding, hardware
and finishing trends with supply men, one becomes imbued with
the spirit of furniture history in the making. And actually,
markets are just that. Wander through the advertising pages
of old issues of your business papers illustrating "new market
showings." Here you will get a panorama of furniture styles.

ior

MAY,
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1936 Renaissance • But now, another market is
about to open. And although some may doubt, a
renaissance is in motion. Eighteenth century furniture
is being re-born. The pendulum of the inevitable cycle
is swinging, swinging slowly, but certainly toward
traditional furniture. This does not necessarily imply
the abolition or complete extinction of our bitterly
fought for contemporary concepts. But it does illuminate the fact that we went too rapidly toward the new
mode.

forecast the doom of this type of merchandise. In fact
it is our humble opinion that modern is here to stay,
albeit not in its present form. And further, we venture
the guess that furniture of this type will eventually
establish itself in two price ranges—quality merchandise and low-priced production furniture. The price
range between the two levels will be increased considerably, adding a larger margin of profit to the manufacturers of the quality product as their modern interpretations assume a more definite character.

Modem slowing up • Against the January 1936
market when some manufacturers went 100% modern,
others not much less and practically every line boasted
at least "one new modern piece," visitors to the May
market, particularly in Grand Rapids, will discover
what we mean by "1936 Renaissance."
One Grand Rapids manufacturer questioned about
his modern showing for May said: "I have withdrawn
every piece of modern. In some instances I have
replaced these items with reproductions."
Which may be a trifle strong as he later confessed.
"That does not mean that I'll never make modern
pieces again. But the demand for modern is not as
strong as it was, and I want to see what the consumer
reaction is going to be."
Estimating the strength of modern is difficult, but we
do not believe that such statements as the foregoing

Upholstery Leads • The one element in the furniture manufacturing industry apparently destined to
carry the banner for modernism, for the present at
least, is upholstered merchandise. One upholstery
manufacturer when queried concerning the percentage
of modern in his line admitted 30% or better. "And
it is increasing constantly," he added. According to
reports this is not high, but it indicates the trend.
Much of the support for the modern movement in the
upholstery end of the business can be traced to the
fabric concerns manufacturing upholstery coverings.
Coverings are keynoted to comply with prevailing decorative trends and as interior decoration is still strongly
contemporary, manufacturers of upholstery must follow suit. Even in the Eighteenth Century merchandise
a touch of modern will be tolerated in chair coverings.
One of the important activities in the Grand Rapids

This authentic oak interior and iurnishings produced by Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair Co., Hastings, Mich.,
known for many years for its superb craftsmanship and fidelity of design. Showrooms in the Keeler Bldg.
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market is the increased number of representative upholstered lines exhibited. Never considered a price
market, Grand Rapids exhibitors of this type of merchandise have now established for themselves a definite
place in this field. Design, style, construction and price
are available in a wide variety of ranges.
Chinese Chippendale living room by the Colonial Mfg.
Co., Zeeland. Mich., shown in the Keeler Bldg. Dutch
Woodcrait Shops. Zeeland. Mich., manufacture the
mahogany drum table. No. 114, 36" top, shown in the
Waters-Klingman Bldg.

Compared to 1929 • Reports from Grand Rapids
exhibiting manufacturers indicate that the May market
will attract more furniture buyers than any similar
mid-season market since 1929. There are several factors
responsible for this prediction. Probably the outstanding one is the reopening of Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
The revival of this three-quarters of a century old
concern, with its world-wide reputation, is of indisputable significance and its past contributions to furniture market history are among the cherished traditions of the furniture exposition. In the southeast
section of the former No. 1 plant, visiting buyers will
find a completely redecorated showroom. Grapevine
reports give promise that the premier showing of the
new line will embrace a comprehensive, diversified and
representative selection of patterns and styles and price
ranges that will be commensurate with current demands. Berkey & Gay officials report definite expressions from approximately 400 dealers indicating their
intention of attending the reopening of the line. It is
therefore estimated that the Grand Rapids market
attendance will reach about SSO registrations.
Special Exhibits • Other inducements to attend
Grand Rapids include displays of the Grand Rapids
Furniture Makers Guild, whose officials report that an
unusually large number of new patterns (for a preseason market) have been developed.
Another interesting exhibition of more than usual
merchandising interest is the coordinated grouping

Tho Adam interpretation by the Grand Rapids
Chair Co. of the dining room ensemble. No. 937,
is made of Cuban and Honduran mahogany,
priced at S716 for ten pieces and S508 for eight.
The lino is shown at the factory showroom.
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West Michigan Furniture Co., Holland, Michproduced the vanity. No. 869. at the top of
column. West Michigan's extensive line is displayed in the Watcrs-Klingman Bldg. The Hepplewhitc sideboard. No. 84, by Dutch Woodcraft
Shops, is done in mahogany and satinwood.
The lower sideboard. No. 1884, is by Rockford
Chair & Furniture Co., Rockford, 111. It is done
in mahogany, walnut or aspen with birch, priced
«: S288.S0, ten pieces, and SI 94.50 for eight. The
l:nc is shown in Watcrs-Klingman Bldg. Groenlf-pr-Vnnce Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, displays
iheir lino of quality merchandise in the Kcolpr
Bldcj. The dresser. No. 880 last piece in column,
is made cf ••crtinwood. amaranth bandings, marqut-try. gold mirrors n:i:iq::e ormolu mounts.

•
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Values Increased • But back to the Renaissance
of 1936. This revival of Georgian periods such as
Adam, Chippendale, Sheraton and Hepplewhite, is the
result, as we said before, of a too rapid swing to
modern. With an upward trend of prices and with
increased interest on the part of the consumer for home
furnishing goods, there is a manifestation by the furniture manufacturer to build better merchandise.
In contrast to the procedure in force not so long ago
of removing everything except the parts actually essential to a piece of furniture, in order to reduce the cost,
the reverse is true today. In place of price increases
manufacturers appear to be desirous of giving increased
values, and rather than eliminating ornament, designers
have been instructed to add mouldings and carvings.
This revival of 18th Century adaptations is even
including Louis XV styles, a furniture period representative of an area of affluence. It is not improbable
that the return of these beautiful furniture fashions
forecasts a return of prosperity to this country and reestablishes the fact that the home furnishing industry
is a barometer of the economic condition of the country.
Prices • The flood situation has furnished cause for
concern to buyers of lumber and glass materials. The
supply of mirrors, used so profusely in modern furniture, is reported to be considerably short of the demand, due to the ravages of the recent flood. A similar
situation exists in the enormous supply of seasoned
hardwoods that have been saturated by overflowing
rivers. Before this material can be reseasoned, a lumber shortage is almost inevitable. Consequently the
furniture buyers anticipating a price rise are expected
to place commitments at the May market that ordinarily would not be given until the summer exhibitions.

The all mahogany 18th Century cabinet. No. 110, is by the
Dutch Woodcraft Shops. Top 15"x22" and 25" high. The
oval, modern kneehole desk. No. 42, is selected irom the line
oi the Bay View Furniture Co., Holland, Mich. Top 50" x 24",
walnut veneered, priced $65. Modem occasional book stand
by Imperial Furniture Co. and chair by the Schoonbeck Co.,
Grand Rapids. Both displayed at Imperial factory showrooms. Tripod table. No. 960, made by the Fine Arts Furniture Co., Grand Rapids. Top 20" x 20", height 26", leather
top. This piece is a reproduction, priced at $17. Shown in
the Waters-Klingman Bldg.

I;
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The modern chair. No. 1950, at the left is by
the Charlotte Chair Co., shown in that concern's display in the Fine Arts Bldg. The
Sheraton secretary. No. 880, is by Bay ViewFurniture Co., Holland, Mich., displayed in
the American Furniture Mart. Mahogany or
walnut veneers, solid writing board, height
77", base 19" x 33", priced at $53. The Chippendale cocktail table. No. 2004, mahogany,
is by the Fine Arts Furniture Co., displayed
in the Waters-Klingman Bldg. Top 20"x36",
height 16", price $29. The modern cocktail
table. No. 60, is manufactured by Charles R.
Sligh Co., Holland, Mich., whose display is
in the Waters-Klingman Bldg. Top 36" x 18",
height 17". The contemporary desk. No. 2043,
is made by the same concern. Top 50" x 25".
At the left is a bedroom ensemble by West
Michigan Furniture Co., Holland, Mich., No.
880, genuine mahogany, priced 3 pieces $184.
Exhibited in the Waters-Klingman Bldg. The
office group at the bottom is by the Gunn
Furniture Co., Grand Rapids.
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listed RETAILING TIPS
Employees' Month
$

-Room Outfit 17"
3 11,.,,

F

OR nine consecutive years Shannon's Furniture Store, Tulsa,
Okla., has held an employees' month
during January. It is always a successful promotion.
Advertising this year consisted
simply in running a picture of one
of the store's employees along with
the regular advertising, playing up
a brief sales statement by the employee.
"The purpose of such promotion,"
states C. J. Caldwell, advertising
manager, "is simply to call the attention of friends of our salesmen
to the fact that they are associated
with the store.
"We have found that where a
proprietor's personal appeal to his
friends in a store's advertising will
have little noticeable effect, the
occasional appeal of an employee
will have just the opposite result."
Each employee was given a turn,
when the week's sales were known
as "his week," and the article of
which he made a specialty was
given play. Generally, however, no
single article was pushed above
others, although a group outfit, including a three-room set, sold extremely well. Since the policy of
the Tulsa store has been to avoid
all special inducement sales, employees' month was limited to the
single personal appeal.
The advertising copy contained
such leaders as:
"Lon A. Beddoe says: Aside from
selling furniture my chief hobby is
playing golf and I like to compare poor
kitchen ranges with poor golf clubs,
for no matter how hard you try, the
ball will not carry where you want it
to; thus a poor range ruins that dinner with which you are trying so hard
to make a good impression. I am happy
to let all my friends know that I am
home from the furniture market with
many new ideas, and I am only waiting for an opportunity of being of service to you."

Employees' month at Shannon's, Tulsa, Oklct., promoted
through the use of pictures
and statements by the sales
iorce in conjunction with regular advertising, has proved a
success during the nine years
it has been employed.

One of the unusual revelations of
Shannon's employees' month this
year was the fact that one of its
youngest salesmen, newest in point
of service, drew the heaviest response.

Get-Acquainted-No-Cash

A

"GET-acquainted no-cash" plan
which brings the customer into
the store on regular weekly visits

has been introduced by the Fred
Davis Furniture Co., Denver, as
one method of increasing store
traffic.
The basis of the plan is the selection of a demand item—with a new
offer every week or two—purchaseable only on weekly credit terms.
Some of the items used are lawnmowers, china sets, bridge lamps,
end tables, rugs and radios. The
particular weekly demand item
selected is advertised in the newspapers to the effect that the customer's presence and account is requested at the Fred Davis Furniture Co. with the weekly demand
item as his means of introduction.
Buying by proxy, for cash, C.O.D.
orders, phone orders are not acceptable. The plan is to get the customer into the store.
''The item is offered to the customer on terms of $1 down and $1
a week," informs A. J. Gazin, credit
manager. "This necessitates weekly
visits from each customer and
affords a personal contact that is
one of the most valuable selling
assets to the salesmen and the
credit department. It is valuable
for the following reasons in their
order of importance: (1) Sales resistance lowered by repeated visits
to the store. (2) Customer notices
stock and prices in each visit. (3')i
Salesman has opportunity to analyze customer's needs and make
necessary suggestions.
Cash customers enter the store
every day, buy a piece of furniture,
pay for it and are gone. The salesman has nothing to show for the
sale except the customer's money,
his name and address.
"The credit customer, on the
other hand," says Gazin, "during
the regular weekly visits to the
store, becomes known to most of
the store personnel. The salesman
greets him. Conversation ensues.
The credit customer comes to enjoy
visits to the store.
"We try to get the cash customer
who visits the store once or twice a
year, as a credit customer. The
main purpose is to arouse his interest in the store so he will come in
because he wants to. The "no-cash"
plan arouses his curiosity or maybe
he has a definite need for the demand item advertised. Once he is
inside the store his sales resistance
is lowered by the salesmen themselves and the displays of stock."
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CLEARING HCUSE

An odds and ends outlet.

Clearing House
r

T~lHREE merchandising problems
1 were solved by the establishment of a "clearing house" for the
Del-Teet Furniture Co., Denver,
Colo.
First, an outlet for odds and ends
that sells this merchandise with a
minimum loss. Bargain hunters are
attracted where regular mark-downs
will not produce results. Secondly,
a spot is provided for "saleing" certain items without making it necessary to promote an entire group on
the price appeal. Thirdly, a corner
of the store is put to work that was.
formerly of no value from a sales
volume standpoint.
A nook between the first and second floors was picked for the "clearing house." Here can be found merchandise that failed to sell, the remainder of a large shipment or
shopworn merchandise. The original and new price are prominently
posted, illustrating the saving. The
"clearing house" is advertised in
window cards as well as by store
posters.

Summer in Spring
ENET Furniture Co., Tulsa,
Okla., is developing a summer
furniture program that promises
success. It is based on two principles—an early start and a saleable item as a leader. The plan
was worked out by John Cloud,
manager, who employed the promotion successfully in the sale of more
than 400 gliders in a Dallas, Texas,
store during the 193S summer season.
Cloud uses a glider at a single
price and a metal folding refreshment table as the key to his summer campaign. "Too many stores
postpone their seasonal promotions
until too late to do much good,"

Start summer program in spring with saleable leader.

claims Cloud. "This type of merchandise should be promoted in
early spring advertising."
The glider and table are featured
in all advertising and spotlighted in
window displays. Fabrics for glider
coverings are played conspicuously.
Another item of importance is the
selection of a popular priced glider
—$19.95—for the event.
The advantages of such a scheme
are a concentration on one article
with considerable saving by cutting
down on the number of patterns,
the elimination of customer-confusion. In addition to the sale of
gliders and refreshment tables other
outdoor furniture receives a good
play.

Fibber, We're Surprised
RAND Rapids, to the furniture
man, means only one place,
but to Fibber McGee, selected
world's champion liar this year by
the Burlington Liars' Club, it turned out to be quite a different place
when he took a flier at a job in the
Whittle & Sawdust Furniture Co.
during his coast to coast broadcast
for a well known wax manufacturer
early in February.
Fibber didn't know that there is
a Grand Rapids, Michigan, Ohio,
Minnesota and North Dakota and
as a result ended up in Grand Rapids, Wis. What the script writer
didn't know was that the Wisconsin
city changed its name to Wisconsin
Rapids several years ago.

appliance department, Hoosier Furniture Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
The company sells its lowest
priced washers for $5 cash, $5 per
month. Salesmen were offered a
bonus of $1 cash and SO cents
monthly for two months if they
would obtain $6 cash and $6 a
month. Getting $8 down and $8 per
month on an appliance formerly
sold at $6 cash and $6 per month
brought the salesmen $1.25 in cash
and 75 cents per month for two
months. If they obtained $10 cash
and $10 payments from the sale of
the next higher priced washing
machines they were allowed $1.50
in cash and $1 monthly for two
months.
The salesman didn't receive credit
for the special monthly bonus unless
the payment was made within three
days from the date due. The campaign encouraged prompt payments.

Down Payment Bonus

W

E found salesmen anxious to
cooperate with us when we
cut them in on the profits to be
gained by increasing the down payments on washers," said A. B.
Piercy, manager of the household

FIBBER <S MOLLY McGEE
. . . N. B. C. stars who learned about
Grand Rapids.
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RADIO SALES
CLOSED IN STORE
By CHARLES N. TUNNELL

T H E Hart Furniture Co., Dallas, Texas, has no prob_L lems in handling outside radio salesmen, for no such
salesmen are employed, even though this firm, is one
of the largest retailers of radios in the entire South.
With an annual volume of approximately 2000 radios
for the past five years, all sales have been made within
the store. Paul R. Berry is in charge of this radio
department.
There are no other special radio salesmen in the
store except that furniture salesmen sell radios when
they have a prospect. As this firm does not go to the
prospects' homes to make demonstrations and sales,
the reverse plan is employed—that of bringing prospects to the store. Newspaper and other forms of advertising are used constantly. In most instances the
radio copy is run in connection with a general furniture advertisement. But at other times, a special radio
ad is run separately.
Berry explained: "We advertise both our low
priced units and the high priced ones. We generally
feature one radio, then include various other units in
the ad. We have approximately SO sets on the floor
at all times that are hooked up ready for demonstration. These sets range in price from #18 to $250. We
demonstrate to every prospect that $25 will buy only
half as much as $50, and that tone and volume can
only be attained by paying a reasonable price for a
unit. As a result of this policy, Hart's sets stay sold.
Repossessions are less than 2 % . About 75% of the
sales are for all-wave sets. Average unit sale is $65."
Hart's advertise radios at $1 weekly—but this does
not mean that the firm accepts a $1 down payment.

•v:

Above—International Radio Corp., Ann Arbor,
Mich., Kadette 66, walnut, six tube, two bands,
13%" long, 9" high, 6" deep, $19.95 list. Below—
(small unit) Kadette 400 (battery), completely
portable weighing 25 pounds, two distinct tuning
ranges cover standard and short wave. Kadette
77, straight grain and burl walnut, seven tube,
all world long and short wave, $26.95 list.

A minimum payment of 10% is required, and in
many instances the sale is cash or a larger down
payment. The $1 weekly installment plan applies only
to radios selling for less than $50. No radio installments extend for more than 12 months.
The floor location of this radio department has a
great deal to do with its volume of sales. The radio
section is located on the first floor of the store, to one
side of the cashier's window where all bills are paid.
Many midgets are sold but most of these sales are
now being made to customers who have better sets for
the home and want the small sets for an upstairs room
or a bedroom. On the other hand many of the better
type models are selling to customers who bought
midgets a year or two ago. They were pressed for
money at that time, but now with some improvement
in income, they are placing the midget in a bedroom
and buying a console set for larger rooms in the home.
"Some dealers quit selling radios when frost leaves
the ground," said Berry, "but our overhead does not
stop with summer. Neither does our radio sales.
October to Christmas is our best season, but we sell
radios every month of the year. We advertise consistently during the summer months and close many
sales during that season."
This radio retailer has no trouble in handling used
radios. "An allowance of $12.50 to $15 is made on
most good radio sales for trade-in," says Berry, "if
the unit we are selling retails for more than $50. We
accept no trade-ins for sets under $50. A $15 radio
can be reconditioned and sold for $29.95. A better
mark-up is averaged on used sets than on new units.
Profit on a new radio is never permitted to be tied up
entirely in a used set. However, on a sale of a new
set at $150, $20 may be allowed on a very good
trade-in."
Hart's employ one exclusive radio service man. This
man made 3030 service calls in 1933 and his 1935
average surpassed this number. The firm charges $1.50
minimum for service calls. Supplementing this serviceman's efforts is another employe who installs radios
and takes care of service calls that cannot be handled
promptly by the regular man.
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SHOWMANSHIP SELLS APPLIANCES
Dramatizing Kitchen

A

THEATRICAL presentation of
a model kitchen, with a quality price gas range as the "star,"
uncovered a profitable market for
the Denver Dry Goods Co.
The store started "cold" on the
promotion as formerly the house
furnishings department placed no
emphasis on ranges. In adding the
new $112.50 line, P. Weill, buyer,
had a stage constructed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new
line. Over SO sales resulted.
Cooking done on the stage by a
local expert gave prospects actual
food-results during part of each
day of the promotion. In concluding sales, Weill found that women
proved more effective than men.
"They talk the same language as

To dramatize this attitude toward
appliance merchandising the Grunbaum appliance division held a
three-day "Modern Kitchen Show"
tied in with a $1000 prize promotion. The show was staged in the
appliance section of the store. More
than 1500 women attended daily
and a supplementary microphone
was installed on the first floor
where the overflow crowd heard the
speakers and 67 pressure cookers
were sold in two days.
The show was packed with talks
and demonstrations by local economists and authorities. A special
speaker and demonstrator was Rene
Chauveau, instruction chef of an
important railroad.
Every section of the appliance
division came in for stage attention.
The washer unit, for example, was

,
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Denver Dry Goods Co. kitchen goes
theatrical. M-11* ovet iifty S112.S0 ranges.

the customer; as a result I find that
as far as gas ranges go, a 'one
woman to another' is the best selling combination."
Further promotion on introducing
a new line included main floor aisle
displays and a department display
against the elevators. Playing up of
the unusual construction was made
the basis of the display plan.

Culinary Competition
HPHE Grunbaum Bros. Furniture
_L Co., Seattle, aims to have every
member of their staff sell home appliances and think in terms of selling the modern kitchen with the
idea that the customer viewpoint is
the most important factor in connection with any appliance.

publicized by demonstrations on
how to wash difficult pieces, the
general procedure to be followed
for best results in starching, stain
removal, etc. Talks and demonstrations on cake making, bread making, the preparation of unusual
dishes, dramatized the range unit;
similarly, a demonstration on refrigerator-prepared foods and specialties dramatized the refrigeration
section.
"But our aim throughout the
entire show," emphasized N. R.
A'lello, appliance manager, "was to
make this more than a cooking demonstration. All of our efforts were
funneled down to one fine point—
that of selling the modern kitchen
—which means that we sought to
dramatize the part that modern
home appliances play in easier, better and more economical housekeeping."
The prize contest conducted in
conjunction with the "show" attests
to the drawing power of the event
with 387 women competing for the
washing machine and the ironer
offered for the two best letters on
the subjects, "Why I Want an
Ironer," "Why I Want a Washer."
A total of 750 women brought their
cakes for entry in the cake baking
contest competing for merchandise
prizes such as ranges, refrigerators,
radios, and 200 women competed
for the prizes, s i m i l a r l y large,
offered in the bread baking contest.

Cal:

h'&.'mg. lelto:-writing appliance
tb chaw over 15QQ women, sells
67 pressure cookers in two days.
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Refrigerator Obsolescense

W

E no longer accept the statement, 'We have an electric
refrigerator' as the death knell of a
sale," says A. L. George, manager,
Rusk Furniture Store, Terre Haute,
Ind. "We find out how old the
machine is; if it's more than five
years old, we talk replacement.
During the past year we made 17
replacement sales.
"We made a survey of Terre
Haute and found that the saturation percentage was high. But electric refrigerators have been well
merchandised in this territory. We
did our share. There are now possibilities on replacement sales. The
older refrigerators in use need considerable repairs. Housewives are
agreeable at times to suggestions to
replace their old machines with new
units instead of paying for expensive repairs.
"Then, too, the newer models are
decidedly more convenient and attractive. Electric refrigerators do
not last forever any more than
washing machines and irons, so replacement sales are a factor to be
reckoned with."

Using the User
p E value of "Using the User"
X in making sales was conclusively
demonstrated by the George P. Palmer Co., refrigerator dealers at
West Chester, Pa. This company
started selling General Electric refrigerators in 1928, during the first
year installing 79 refrigerators. Sales
during ensuing years were correspondingly good, but the Palmer
Co. wanted to do something to
make sales leap. The Palmer Co.
worked out an idea. The plan was
to send a printed questionnaire,
with an individually typed letter, to
each of the 79 original purchasers
of refrigerators, people who had
owned a General Electric for seven
years or more. The cost, including
printing of the questionnaire, stamps
and stenographer's time, was only
$12.50.
In the letter the refrigerator user
Mas asked a number of questions:
How many times the refrigerator
has been out of service, how many
service calls were necessary, the
monthly current charge for operation of the appliance and whether
or not the performance of the refrigerator had lived up to the claims
made for it. The user was asked to
be frank, "brutal" if necessary, in
replying. The letter also asked per-

FINE FURNITURE
mission to use the user's name in
local sales endeavor.
Three days after the 79 letters
had been sent out 50% of the users
had replied. Within two weeks 52
replies had been received. The total
service expense for the 52 units was
$21.25. The replies to the questionnaires had the best sales argument
for use on prospects. The summary
of the questionnaires was placed
upon a large window placard. It
was used in newspaper advertising.
Every prospect knew one or more
of those users personally.
The method of using the user is
a natural one for closing sales. The
idea, naturally, is best adapted to
small communities.

Home Show Prospects
T A. PALMER, Palmer FurniJ_i. ture Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
finds that exhibiting at a yearly
Home Show in his city many prospects for furniture are obtained. At
the same time a worthwhile educational program can be conducted on
quality furniture.
'"The advantage of a show of this
kind lies in the fact that visitors
have plenty of time to inquire concerning various products without
feeling obliged to buy," said Palmer. "Often people are interested
in a certain piece of furniture but
do not come into a furniture store
to inquire about it because they are
not quite ready to buy and do not
like to walk out without making a
purchase.
"However, at a home or furniture
show it is different. People know
that such shows are staged mostly
for educational purposes and feel
free to ask many questions.
"Such a cooperative show helps
build up a fine prospect list that can
be cashed in on later. It gives an
idea as to the general status of the
prospects, what items they are interested in and what points they
like to have explained in detail. You
answer more questions at the average home show booth than in your
store."

Range Costs Nothing
'"THROUGH the use of a pay-forJ_ itself credit plan in the promotion of new combination ranges,
Thompson Furniture Co., Lawrenceville, 111., produced a 33% increase in sales. They also stepped
up sales from the $129.50 to $169.50

ranges with a majority of customers.
"We explain that by using our
18-month credit plan the lower price
range will save in fuel its small
monthly payments," said Leonard
Mills, homeware buyer. "The better range will not quite pay for itself in 18 months, but most customers will buy the larger stove due
to the credit arrangement."
Definite figures are used to illustrate the saving. The customer's
gas range is taken in as the first
payment, leaving $6.40 to $6.60
as the monthly payment for the
smaller range.
The actual savings are listed as
follows:
1. Cutting fuel costs in the furnace or heating plant. During the
spring and autumn heat from the
combination range will be sufficient
to avoid starting the heating plant.
At least two tons of coal, or the
equivalent in gas or oil, can be
saved in this way.
2. More perfect combustion in
the new gas burners, plus insulation and heat saving devices, save
from one to two dollars on the gas
bill of the average household.
3. Using the coal range means
an additional saving in gas, varying
according to the season.
Add up the savings and compare
total with the small monthly payment. With all the seasons represented in the cost-cutting picture,
the 18-month plan of paying for itself has produced a definite increase
in business.

Open Air Ironing
PEN air ironing demonstrations
are the chief source of leads
for ironer sales at Horton's furniture, Santa Ana, Cal. The demonstrations are conducted just outside
the store door in the vestibule.
Here complete facilities are at
hand, including a machine, several
chairs for garnering prospects from
passersby, racks for hanging finished work, etc. The position is
ideally suited for the demonstration
of appliances, Horton points out.
Use of the vestibule in this fashion
gives the store an extra window and
one more valuable than enclosures
because women who are really interested will stop, sit down and
watch the demonstration.
Although the demonstration is
conducted by a woman, a salesman
is at hand just inside the door. At
a nod from the demonstrator he can
exit and lead the prospect inside for
the conclusion of the deal.
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FAMILIAR DESIGNS, INTERPRETED
By F A M O U S

^American Colonial
I N T E R P R E T I N G traditional furniture and adapting
X it to commercial purposes, correctly, entails more
than a cursory knowledge of the fundamentals of furniture design. Where to go for ideas and how to
recognize them when found is an art developed only
through years of association with furniture history. As
an aid to the furtherance of good furniture design and
knowledge of what makes it so, FINE FURNITURE
inaugurates this department, conducted by designers,
successful commercially and having a background that
entitles them to discuss authoritatively, a subject of
interest to the entire furniture industry.
Where do designers get their ideas? A natural, frequent and in some cases, embarrassing, question.
Frank C. Lee, in this month's Sketch Book, demonstrates how a commercial piece is developed.
Having in mind an adaptation of American Colonial,
based on Georgian influence, he thumbed through a
copy of Wallace' Nutting's Furniture Treasury. Coming
upon a mirror that struck his fancy, he saw possibilities of developing a commercial suite. The sketch in
the left hand corner of the opposite page is a copy from
the book — a mirror produced about 1775, with wire
wheat ears above the urn which was a feature of

DESIGNERS

Hepplewhite's period and incorporating beaded decoration. Now for the transition to commercialism.
In the first place the proportion of the pediment on
the original mirror is out of scale for current use. It
must be reduced in height and altered in silhoutte.
The expensive wire wheat ears are replaced with wood
carving, as is the gold bead on the face. So much for
the mirror.
The cabriole leg in the right hand corner is a beautiful specimen of Chippendale carving, taken from another of Nutting's books. Examination of the exquisite
detail on the knee and comparison with the leg on the
finished sketch illustrates the modification necessary in
reducing genuine motifs to modern production methods
and current price trends. The slightly rounded corner
is also a deviation from honest Chippendale in favor
of commercialism. The acute angle of the purer style
is prohibited by production costs. The characteristic
claw and ball foot is taken from a Philadelphia low
boy, also in Nutting's vol. I I I .
An interesting bit of lore concerning the bracket is
that such an addition enhanced the piece it adorned
two and often three times its value.
Thus we have here assembled several characteristic
motifs, indirectly related, and consolidated them into a
harmonious single unit. The style is American Colonial,
Georgian influence, the wood mahogany and the price
— possible in the medium price bracket.

HIS DRAWING BOARD HAD WHEELS
T"1 HERE'S something incongruous
J_ about a 6 foot 3 inch, 210 pound
man making his livlihood pushing
a pencil around. Yet some of the
most colorful, capable, practical
artists we've known have been twofisted he-men. And speaking of
color, Frank C. Lee has crowded
more than the average man's allotment into his life. Following an
architecural training at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, he became a
draughtsman in W. & J. Sloane's,
New York, designing department,
from where Uncle Same recruited
him for service in an Ammunition
train in France. Between liason
duty with the French and American
armies, action in the Meuse-Argonne
drive, plus activity in the intelligence department, his military
career was quite complete. So he
hurried back to his drawing board
at Sloane's. Then a fling with Marshall-Field's, designing furniture for
U. S. shipping board fleet. Proximity with the sea stirred his wanderlust and he landed in Waring &

Gillow's, London, and to date holds
the rating of being the only American born designer ever to have
worked in those famous studios.
Thence to Madrid, Spain, and for
two years directed the decorating
of Ducal estates for Waring & Gillows. Berkey & Gay, U. S. _ A.,
beckoned and in 1922 Frank joined
the staff, for nine years. Then
followed Landstrom Furniture Corp.
and finally a free lance career.
Frank is well represented in the
new B. & G. line.
He is firmly convinced that the
taste of the average consumer is
slowly but surely improving. His
professional aim is to design fastselling furniture, as beautiful as
possible and within the price range
of the average consumer.
Despite his years-spent-in-Europe
background, Frank's memories run
to days with old Sloane kindred
souls, Millington, Hoffmann, Koster
and others, gathered around a "red
ink" table d'hote 35 cent dinner.
Frank enjoys flying, raises Scotch

FRANK C. LEE
. . . enjoys "red ink" dinners.

terriers, gets a laugh out of the expression "Now what we want is
something cheap with a lot of kick
in it," and his favorite writing is
"Enclosed find check."-THE EDITOR.
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Utilitarian and colorful, thoughtfully planned drawer and cupboard space, the Wonder House
kitchen is e n v i e d by visiting
housewives. A Magic Chef stove
and Electrolux refrigerator are included in the equipment. The
kitchen-secretary is pictured on
the opposite page, with its cookbook library, writing desk and
telephone.

Hastings Table Co. created the
dining room group done in smoke
gray with satin chrome finish,
upholstered in mulberry satin.
See opposite page.

Carpathian elm burl, trimmed in
pearl gray, this modern bedroom
suite by Widdicomb Furniture Co.
received visitors' plaudits.

Corner of living room showing
Chinese patterned, yellow mohair
chair, by Mueller Furniture Co.
This concern also made the velvet
green corduroy davenport. At the
bottom of the opposite page is the
Wonder House in winter setting.

WONDER HOUSE STIRS BUSINESS
T7IRST presentation of modern
X prefabricated houses for mass
consumption occurred at the 1933
Chicago World's Fair. Building
authorities forecast the erection of
more than six million homes in the
United States during the next ten
years. A good percentage will be
over-the-counter structures, offsprings of Chicago's exhibit, proving that this type of dwelling has
rapidly gained momentum and has
captivated the imagination of potential home-builders. An instance in
point is the "All Gas Wonder
House" built by the Grand Rapids
Gas Light Co., the first dwelling of
its type constructed in the United
States showing recent developments in gas appliances
for the home.
Says Howard T. Fisher, president and chief architect of General Houses, Inc., originators and pioneers
of steel panel structures, "We have demonstrated that
the prefabricated steel panel dwelling, efficiently planned and economically built for the modern family, is
an accomplished fact. . . . Owners are finding their
steel houses superior because of the savings in fuel
and other maintenance economies."
All Gas Wonder House was a dual promotion. Built
by the Gas Light Co., Herpolsheimer's department
store assumed the responsibility of interior furnishings.
Herpolsheimer's hold a Grand Rapids Furniture
Makers Guild franchise.
"The increasing demand for modern homes," says
John Folkema, decorating chief at Herpolsheimer's, "is
stimulating the production of modern furniture and
this development will prove of special importance to
Grand Rapids, long a home-owning city and a center
of furniture style creation."

Results • Questioned regarding the importance of
such a promotion and its value to the store, Folkema
answered, "Actual business resulting from the Wonder
House is difficult to trace. That is, in dollars and
cents. We do know that it has increased interest in
home furnishing departments because customers inquire about combinations similar to those exhibited in
the Wonder House. Drapery combinations, floor coverings, bedspreads, upholstery coverings are requested."
For 25 years Folkema has been assisting Herpolsheimer's customers in dressing up their homes. Decorating jobs have been sold in Illinois, Pennsylvania,
California, Montana and recently he received a communication from Florida. "This woman heard about the
Wonder House and wanted information about it. . . "
Stimulant • Interest is higher today in homebeautification than at any time during the past quarter century, claims furnisher Folkema, and he attributes the increased interest to the development of
modern. "It has definitely freshened the decorative
viewpoint. Not that traditional furniture will be relegated to the attics and basements, but simply that the

'
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new forms, colors and spirit of contemporary furnishings have intrigued the furnishing-conscious customer."
When 7000 persons crowded through Wonder House
the opening day (in near zero weather), daily numbers, up to 1000 a day, continued to show interest and
Herpolsheimer's furniture, drapery and floor covering
departments showed substantial volume increases,
Folkema and his staff commenced to feel that the many
days and dollars spent on the promotion were not lost.

Herman Miller Furniture Co. supplied the utility
cabinet, Ralph Morse Co. the upholstered chair and
Pullman Couch Co. the studio couch for the den.

Mahogany modern bedroom group by Johnson,
Handley. Johnson Co., chaise lounge by Michigan
Seating Co.

Mirrored fireplace reflects twin chairs in frieze by
Baker Companies, Inc., and acacia coffee table,
satin chrome trimmed, by Widdicomb Furniture Co.

Decoration • Pleasing, practical and predominately
modern, the Wonder House justly rates the attention
it has created. For those interested in color schemes,
we present briefly the decorative treatment.
Simple charm and a feeling of spaciousness affords
a pleasant introduction in the reception hall. Black
and cream linoleum, grey, white and silver striped
wallpaper, lemon-yellow ceiling and yellow gauze curtains produce a sense of warmth. A Gilbert Rohde
console table in East Indian Laurel faces the entrance.
Two cocoa brown and two chalk white walls feature
the living room. A rose-tinted mirrored fireplace, indirectly lighted from the mantel, is strikingly modern.
Reeded copper andirons complement similar treatment
in the mirror, affording classic relief. Chinese Chippendale influence enters in minor details, bamboo effect
on window cornices and repeated bamboo pattern in
the gauze curtains. An emerald green, velvet corduroy
davenport is placed against a cocoa colored wall, a
yellow mohair chair, a pair of twin chairs, covered in
tete de negre frieze with eggshell fringe, a large coffee
table in acacia wood trimmed with chrome and a fanback chair covered in down pigskin, afford color accent.
Startling at first is the effect attained in the dining
room. Mulberry, silver gray, smoke gray and chalk
white. Radical is the idea of matching the mulberry
floor covering and ceiling. This is possible only in a
room such as this, where one entire wall and half of
another adjacent is composed of a solid bank of windows. Venetian blinds, drapery treatment and smart
window boxes relieve what might have been a most
severe effect. Lockweave (Bigelow Sanford) figured
carpet throughout the house gives a personal touch, as
it can be made to order. The furniture is finished
smoke grey with satin chrome trim.
Silver gray, walnut and coral accent trim the library
smartly. Primarily a library, the studio couch and
utility cabinet transform it into an extra bedroom, being adjacent to the powder room with its tiled and
enclosed shower bath and full cedar-lined closet.
Two horizontally-striped peach and silver papered
walls matched by two painted sea green surfaces, give
an unusual effect in the master's bedroom. Shades are
repeated in the rainbow treatment of the curtains.
Mahogany, refined modern, completes the ensemble.
Slate blue walls, white ceiling and woodwork, dark
gray floor with silver gray and coral design, completes
the color symphony of the guest room. Blue chintz
curtains with huge white poppy design relieves the
severity. The furniture is made of Carpathian elm burl
trimmed in pearl gray.
The kitchen is completely utilitarian and well lighted.
A compact arrangement, U-shaped, permits the lining
of three walls with major equipment. Formica is used
for wall covering, painted tomato red, chromium strips
covering the panel joints, relieved by cream enamel
woodwork. An Electrolux refrigerator and Magic Chef
stove complete the equipment. Thoughtful planning of
drawer and cupboard space is evident. Obviously, the
most commented-upon room in Wonder House.
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T CUSTOMERS' VIEWPOINT
We Buy 25% on Impulse
By RUTH McINERNEY

pulse spirit perform unhampered,
there must be free buying conditions.

T H E hand that rocks the cradle
X rings the cash registers of the
nation. We do 85 % of the buying,
own 70% of the wealth and hold
65% of the savings accounts.
Who is this New Woman?
She's impulsive. We buy, 25 %
or more, on impulse. No, don't take
my word for it. The next time the
women members of your family
come home from a shopping tour,
corner them diplomatically and ask:
"Darling, did you plan to buy this
and this and this when you started
out from the house? Were they on
your shopping list?" (Practice saying this beforehand because the
right intonation is necessary. The
lady might feel on the defensive, as
she has every right to be.)
But a frank reply will sound
something like this: "I really didn't
intend to buy that and that and
that. But, you know, they looked
so nice, and such a grand value—

I couldn't resist."
Impulse Item • Have you made
full provision for the fact one-fourth
of what we buy is because merchandise has been placed and priced
attractively? Is the sales scene in
your store set for impulse purchasing? There are plenty of items
around a furniture store that are
"naturals" in impulse buying —
lamps, scatter rugs, small tables,
magazine and knick-knack racks,
pictures, lamp shades, bric-a-brac,
etc. These are the things that add
a great deal to a room for comparatively little expenditure. They
can give a room an entirely fresh
personality at small cost. Homemakers are instinctively on the lookout for them.
Now, why don't we purchase
more of these important little accessories at furniture stores? Because
they are frequently impulse purchases, and in order that the inn-

Open Door • Some stores still
have the idea that the instant a
customer crosses the threshold she
automatically assumes a share of
the overhead. Each shopper is expected to play at least one note on
the cash register. So we don't go
"looking" in some furniture stores.
We stay outside, looking in. And
window shopping pays a merchant
scant dividends without some action
in the looking.
We continue to patronize—do our
looking—make most impulse purchases—in the stores where the
Open Door policy prevails.
"Come in out of the bad weather,"
advertises Marshall Field & Co.
during the rainy season. "See our
cheerful departments."
More than a quarter of a century ago Selfridge startled London
and the merchandising world by
inaugurating such a policy in his
store. People actually were not expected to buy when they came in.
Department and ten-cent stores followed suit. But the specialty stores
have, for the most part, held out to
this very day.
Yet every merchant will readily
admit that a customer in the store
is worth three standing outside
looking in.
Every furniture store is a poten-

tial homemakers' haven. Women go
shopping once a day usually. The
matter of food is the regular item.
You'd expect to find few furnishing
items in the shopping bag on the
return trip. But look! Here we find
a new rug for the bathroom—
bought impulsively because the customer saw it offered in her favorite
store as she walked without any
deliberate buying intentions through
the welcome aisles.
The daily shopping map looks a
great deal alike everywhere. The
customer visits food stores, then department and dime stores. The desire to "see what's new" is heightened by the understood atmosphere
of welcome, of freedom from buying
obligations.
Coaxing Trade • If the housewives of your community do not
include your store on their daily
shopping trips, here are some ways
to coax them across the threshold:
1. The Open Door Policy.
Advertise it. Use it on promotional literature—literally the
sketch of an open door, welcome on the mat, and the slogan "Come in and look around."
2. Have a "New Idea" section where housewives can see
new goods, or new arrangements, or new labor-saving
devices.
(Please turn to Page 38)

Does the Open Door Policy pay? The porch
and garden furniture section. McMamis Bros.,
Elizabeth, N. ]., sells four out of five customers.
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Floor Coverings... Draperies . . . Fabrics
New Fabric Designs Stir Imagination, Coupled
with Alert Promotion, Intrigue Customers
Why Floor Covering
Department Clicked

M

S. BULL opened a furni-

. ture and floor covering
store three years ago in Easton,
Pa., and developed exceptional
business on floor coverings. Bull
gives the following reasons:
Spent 5% of sales for advertising during first year. Spends
4% now. Puts it all into newspaper copy. Claims newspapers
can't be beat for coverage and
economy. Changes window displays twice a week and ties up
each display with newspaper
copy.
Employs only young salesmen
in rug department. Prefers to
train young men according to his
own ideas. Insists every rug salesman should t a k e t h e selling
course offered by manufacturers.
Features well - known branded
lines of floor coverings. Avoids
special bargain sale advertising
excepting twice a year when he
cuts prices on dropped patterns
to clean up stock. His salesmen
get across the idea that people
have to live with their rugs for a

1

Bedspreads offer profit.

long time. Makes them glad to
pay more and calls it an investment in home satisfaction.
Like to send rugs on approval,
but always sends salesman along
to assist in arranging furnishings
and to aid customer in making
selection.
Opposes commission and bonus plans for salesmen. Prefers to
pay salesmen what they earn.

Wants them to do constructive
selling. Says bonus systems encourage improper sales tactics.
Employs no linoleum layers.
Has this work done on contract
basis, so much per square yard,
by outside firm of specialists who
guarantee workmanship. Knows
exactly what each job costs before it is started. Has no overhead for idle employes during
dull periods.
Doesn't send out felt-base rugs
on approval. If customer is in
doubt about size, arrangements
are made for salesman to visit
home, take measurements, get
definite decision on size of rug
customer wants.

. . . .
* ' •
, - 1 . •'••
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Traffic Increased by
Bedspread Display
7\ CUSTOMER inside a store
x i . may not necessarily make a
purchase—but there is more likelihood of it than if she never
came into the store. One of the
big jobs of the furniture store is
to get customers inside whether
or not they buy immediately.
Good furniture, well displayed in
the window will, of course, attract the woman who wants to
re-furnish. But it will not attract
the casual shopper who, once in
the store, may prove to be a good
customer.
For this reason, there is a definite trend towards featuring retail merchandise in the lower
price ranges. Bedspreads, especially, are well suited to the purpose. They fall naturally into the
#2, 3, and $4 price ranges. They
appeal to women who may not
at the moment be interested in
$100 or $200 bedroom suites.
And they furnish many potential
customers an excuse to go into a
store and look around.
Another good reason for featuring spreads is that they show
off beds and bedroom furniture
to good advantage. A well-covered bed gives a customer a good
idea of how it will look in her

V- '

Swagger, Artloom
mohair and cotton
flat w e a v e , expressing smart informality. Practical
for "soft" upholstery.

Mallinson Importing Co., Inc., Casco Bay fabric. No.
12.

^fc..-j»*"»i* m »jf * - • • *

Mallinson Importing Co., Inc., Cctsco Bay fabric. No.
13.

Parker, Artloom
Howard frize, departure from plain
frizes at plain frize
prices.

for
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room. Jacquard spreads are particularly well-suited for this purpose.
They come in a wide variety of patterns that fit well into any scheme
of decoration.
Bedspreads offer good profit and
quick turnover, can be stocked in
comparatively small space and can
be featured without taking up additional room.

Small Rug Sales
Increased 50%
r 1

T HE greatest difficulty in selling
J. small rugs is to get the regular
salesmen to take an interest in them.
New men try to sell small rugs for
a time but lose interest after a few
weeks. They see regular salesmen
making $75 to #100 sales in the
time it requires them to make a $5
sale of a small rug. Naturally they
try to avoid this business.
This problem has been solved by
the rug department of the Hoosier
Furniture Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,
by the employment of a specialty
girl to handle the selling and establishing of a model stock. Sales have
increased 50%.
The girl is permitted to sell only
small rugs so she really makes an
effort to develop volume. Her interest is sustained by a reasonable
drawing account plus commission.
She can, by working hard, make a
good wage for a girl. Her draw is
the minimum but she always makes

considerably more on commissions.
At the same time selling overhead
has been reduced from about 8%
to 6%, a saving for the department
of about 25%. This makes possible
a proportionately larger profit.
L. T. Dixon, rug buyer, finds that
this concentration on small rugs develops a degree of pride on the part
of the sales girl that leads to plus
sales. Says Dixon, "She has found
that small rugs offer excellent opportunities for suggestive selling. By
taking an interest in them and
studying their varied uses, colorapplications to decorative schemes
she can often sell several rugs to
the woman who intends to buy only
one."
The model stock plan makes it
possible to keep plenty of merchandise in fast selling items and to reduce the inventory on slower sellers.
The original model was set up on
an estimated basis of past selling
experience for several months. At
present it is altered from time to
time to keep up with changing demand.
The general principle is one of
figuring turnover in a given period.
If an average of a dozen a week of
a certain item is sold, stock is kept
up to that mark, filling in when it
runs below that point. Color and
pattern assortments are complete
with stocks of slower sellers noticeably smaller than fast movers.
Display also plays a part in the
success of the system. All small rug
stock is shown on 18" high tables.
They are low enough to permit pil-

ing up a lot of stock without making it appear unwieldy and yet
making the stock accessible to the
customers.

Rug Sales Rise
Through Radio
J. CHAMBERLIN Furniture
. Co., Casper, Wyo., put a
W
rug "specialist" (a store employee)
on the air for 15 minutes, three
times a week. He traced the history
of floor coverings from the days
when straw was crudely used by
primitive people up through the
ages to the latest products of the
rug maker.
To determine listener's interest,
the store staged a contest. Contestants were asked to telephone the
store immediately following the
broadcast, quoting exact statements
from the broadcast. The prize
awarded was a $27.50 rug following
each broadcast.
"The response was phenomenal,"
related W. J. Chamberlin. "The
number of contestants grew by leaps
and bounds from one broadcast to
another. The Casper Telephone
Exchange with facilities for any
ordinary occasion was taxed.
"I was present in the Exchange
after one broadcast when 2700 telephone calls were received.
"The influence of the campaign
on our rug department was immediate and pronounced. Visitors to the
department increased rapidly, sales
rocketed."

Goodall-Scmford Industries, through their sales division, 1. C. Chase & Co.,
report interest in their lino of flat fabrics. Iris (left circle), highly decorative,
designed to form large vertical columns of leaves and flowers across 50 ' width.
Tweed, textured fabric (lower left), 54" for upholsteiy as well as draperies.
When employed on furniture often combined with smooth or pile surfaced fabrics. Sable (riaht circle), 50' slightly serpentined plaid, in six colors. Glencove,
54 textured fabric having effect of open mesh superimposed on flat fabric.

^
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Don't fail to see the new Luce lines . . .

aco
BIG NEW TABLE LINE PACKED WITH PROFIT FOR DEALERS
Completely new, the table line Luce is bringing out at the
May Market has what it takes. When it comes to promotion
and turnover, you can go places with it.
f • ' f**

If you remember those famous table lines of the Furniture
Shops division of Luce, you'll find this one right up there
and a little ahead.
18th Century and modern. Original ideas. Fresh designing. Novel use of
woods. Carefully graded in the right price range.
Traditional Luce values are built into
these tables.

Closely figured on a

volume basis to give you an important
price advantage.

Come out and have
lunch with Luce
in its beautiful factory dining
room, comparable in size and
facilities to a fine hotel. Here
the furniture men of America
congregate for luncheon during the markets.

for
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have what you go to market to find

POWERFUL NEW ADDITIONS TO THE SUCCESS LINE OF
BEDROOM AND DINING GROUPS
Under Preparation for Months . . .
Emphasis on Traditional

\^^'",

Luce has been building up its case goods lines for the May Market
with important new suites from traditional sources, characterized by
a freedom of design which stamps them with originality. Challenging
effects have been produced with rare and unusual woods remarkable
for their color patterns.
These groups are bracketed in the price range where the bulk of
public buying is concentrated. They are volume suites for swift turnover — typical Luce profit-makers for retailers. Don't miss them.

TO HELP YOU CAPITALIZE
GRAND RAPIDS PRESTIGE
IN FURNITURE —
'

i

LUCE FURNITURE CORPORATION

Luce furniture carries serially numbered cards certifying Luce Grand
Rapids design and workmanship as
well as descriptive sales messages.

Entrance to the great
Luce plant, one of the
oldest and largest in
Grand Rapids

f"
" -r.
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In addition to the overworked
theme that summer rugs afford a
change in home furnishing atmosphere, capitalize on the idea of this
type of floor covering being suitable
for the guest room, sun room, dining room and the recreation room.
The promotion of rugs of adequate size is gaining in importance
in soft surfaced goods, especially
where the consumer is learning to
use larger rugs than the customary
9 x 1 2 . Many widths of summer
rugs are available and the possibilities of promoting a size suitable for
individual rooms is limitless. While
the superstyled soft surfaced rug is
attractive and popular, it is well to
remember that the average pocketbook is more likely to be attracted
to wool and fibre rugs. This is
where salesmanship will have to be
exercised.
The salesman should be conversant with facts on the wearing qualities, fastness of colors, of fibre,
grass, wool, etc., summer floor coverings.
Rug displays in the rug department and throughout the store, exhibiting furniture, drapery and floor
coverings, will keep your customers
summer-rug conscious.
The listing of available sizes,
colors and prices together with suitable photographs is important in
your advertising program. Be sure
that you have adequate stocks, as
the method of selling samples has
its disadvantages. The end of every
season usually finds the buyer with
a grand stock of soiled rugs.

Spring promotion display at Gimbel
Bros., Philadelphia. Fabrics, floor covering, furniture.

Arguments Don't Sell

M

AKE every woman who enters
your store compare mentally
your new rugs with the rugs in her
own home, is one of the sales tips
from a "Sales Maker," published
by Hardwick & Magee.
Going further, the booklet suggests cooperation with your customers — not arguments. Be sure to
give the impression that you are
representing their interest, and not
the store.
Some additional and pertinent
ideas follow: Keep in mind that in
seven cases out of ten the excuse
"I can't afford it," is just a smoke
screen. The customer will always
find a way to afford the article if
you make her realize its full value
. . . The success of any floor covering salesman is almost always in direct proportion to his knowledge of
the goods he sells . . . Display exactly the same rugs or carpets that
you advertise . . . Don't talk price
until you have to and then only in
relation to value . . . In interviewing
your customer, it is better to ask
the size of the room rather than
the size of the rug. Often a customer thinks she wants a 9 x 1 2
when she should have a 9 x IS . . .
Keep a list of satisfied customers
and their phone numbers, and make
a definite number of calls each day,
suggesting a visit to see some new
special offering.

Summer Sales Slants

I

N the merchandising of summer
rugs segregation is of vital importance. Advertising, appropriate
displays and emphasis on salesmanship are of almost equal importance.

Ensemble displays like this Masland one
sell floor coverings, draperies, furniture.

Artloom achieves new effect in modem Chinese in pattern at top. Twotoned leaf, sprays of Oriental motifs
employ tones of orange, rust, blue,
gold, green, black. Introduction of
modem stripes in orange-rust is new
note. Center illustration shows
Parker-Wylie Brocado rug combining
modern and Colonial motifs. Bold
plaid line in brown, henna and blue
on sand ground. Florals in contrasting colors. Artloom presents the modern number directly above.

..*... -L2..1
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PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT . . . by c/.et
"Laziest Humorist in the World'
Three Rivers, Mich.. April 15.—
(Special Dispatch to FINE FURNI-

Readers of FINE FURNITURE
the world over are to be congratulated on an editorial feature which
will run in the columns of FINE
FURNITURE (Adv. It) from now on
unless something happens.
This feature is the direct result
of a recasting of a friendship estabTURE).

1
ROD MACKENZIE
. . . Called Shaier lazy. Shafer called
him scurrilous and pusillanimous.

lished during the World War between Rod Mackenzie and Chet
Shafer.
During the War Rod Mackenzie
was a K. P. most of the time in
Ambulance Co., No. 339, 310th
Sanitary Train. So was Mr. Shafer.
Mr. Shafer also served 30 days'
punishment as a Latrine Orderly.
That's where Mr. Shafer's army
record outshines that of Mr. Mackenzie.
Mr. Mackenzie recently wrote to
Mr. Shafer at Three Rivers, Mich.,
where this particular announcement
is now being written.
Mr. Mackenzie said he wished
Mr. Shafer would write an article
a month for his magazine, FINE
FURNITURE

(Adv.

2t).

Mr.

Mac-

kenzie said in his letter that this
was a lot to expect from Mr. Shafer
because Mr. Shafer was the "Laziest
humorist in the world." Mr. Shafer
wrote back to Mr. Mackenzie that
he would contribute this article if
Mr. Mackenzie would classify him
publicly as he had classified him
privately: "The laziest humorist in

the world." Mr. Mackenzie (Private
Mackenzie to me) agreed, and that's
that.
Mr. Shafer will write a dispatch
of some sort for FINE FURNITURE
(Adv. 3t) and Mr. Mackenzie will
do the sketches. This dispatch will
be written in the main offices of the
City News Bureau here. The City
News Bureau here is located in the
old G. A. R. & W. R. C. Hall, one
flight up over the Wittenberg Boys'
Newsstand, which is located in
where Old George Avery used to
run his Hay, Feed, Grain, Bean
Pods & Middlings Store, and just
kitterin' across the street from
where Old Levi Knauss ran his
Harness, Carriage & Bicycle Repository. (The newsstand is also next
door to where Big George Wilshatch
used to run his saloon).
From this office Private Shafer—
(Ah, and what a classic soldier he
was!—and Mackenzie, too!)—now
writes pieces for the Chicago Journal of Commerce, the Detroit News,
the South Bend News-Times and a
lot of other publications whose
editors don't stand much higher in
Mr. Shafer's estimation than the
editor of FINE FURNITURE (Adv.
4t). If there is one thing Mr. Shafer
don't know very much about it is
fine furniture (Adv. St). Nevertheless, Mr. Shafer will write a piece
every month—and will go down to
Roody Culver's Furniture Store &
Undertaking Parlors so that there
will be a furniturial, if not a
funereal, flavor to the contributions.
Just how Roody will figure in is
now uncertain. Roody is an ample
figure—bald, well paunched, genial.
He runs his place from an office in
the back end where there's a warm
stove for winter use and an open
window for the flies to zoom in, in
summer. Roody runs his business
tipped back in his chair against the
wall—and there's a spot on the wall
—a smudge—where his head has
rested, lo! these many years.
Mr. Shafer may go down to
Roody's office and write while Rod
does the sketching up in Grand
Rapids. Still, on the other hand, he
may not. Mr. Shafer might change
his mind and write next month's
piece from Fred Rohrer's Cigar
Store—the-fountain head of learn-

ing and wisdom. Wherever—however—Mr. Shafer will write the
copy and Mr. Mackenzie will do
the art. And if these two buck
privates—who won the war singlehanded—can't be depended upon,
the readers of FINE FURNITURE
(Adv. 6t) will have to utter their
complaints.
In Three Rivers Mr. Shafer lives
in the House of the Golden Rathole.
The House of the Golden Rathole
has a Bright Blue Butt'ry. Mr.
Shafer knows everybody in town
from Pus Reed, Bill Reed's brother,
to Matt VanScooter, the one-ton
trucker, who does all of Roody's
hauling. At times Mr. Shafer—in
his Hoss Coat—"Old Hans"—is regarded as a little queer. Especially
in at the Old Snug Restaurant. Just
how Mr. Mackenzie is regarded in
his home town is not for Mr. Shafer
to say. And what Mr. Shafer thinks
of Mr. Mackenzie, privately, might
almost match what Mr. Mackenzie
thinks of Mr. Shafer.
But that's enough of that.

CHET SHAFER
. . . taken at midnight in a Chicago
hotel which accounts for the vigilant expression.

The world demands reading matter. Therefore, the world gets it.
Somehow, it's got to be got. And
this is a fit sample of what happens
when the demand springs up.
Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Shafer
(sketches of whom appear accompanying this article)*—have agreed
*Mr. Shaier is wrong. He jorgot that he said
Editor-Artist Mackenzie was "just a shade behind."
Why draw pictures when photographs are handy.
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that the secret of being a success as
a writer is to write. But they have
also agreed that the secret of a
writer's success is the reader's ability to read. As a reader of FINE
FURNITURE (Adv. 8 times—and

that's enough of that joke, too), you
are invited to examine the monthly
efforts of Mr. Shafer and Mr. Mackenzie. If there's a crumb of something worthwhile contained in them
that's just your good luck. If not,
it's entirely Mr. Mackenzie's fault.
Because, from this end, the articles
will be impeccable—gloriously interesting human documents.
Watch for Privates Shafer & Mackenzie's next contribution to FINE
FURNITURE.

Shun Evil Companions.
(yrs) (SGD) CHET SHAFER,
"The World's Laziest Humorist."

Customers' Viewpoint
(Continued from Page 31)

3. Plan a Model Home to
which everyone is invited at
any time. Give it a perpetual
promotional angle by advertising "Come in and see the
Model Home with the EverInteresting Personality. Small
changes of arrangement or furnishings give the house new individuality each week. Come
in see how it's done—then try
out the ideas in your own
home."
4. Offer demonstrations of
kitchen e q u i p m e n t , cooking

schools, table setting contests
in which customers are asked
to come in and vote.
5. When people come into
the store and appear to wish
only to look, go easy on the
sales approach. Every customer
ought to be given time to fit a
piece of merchandise into her
own homemaking problems. No
salesman in the world can help
out. When a brisk clerk comes
forward with the go-getting
manner and says brightly,
"May I serve you, madam?"
he's neither serving madam nor
the store in too many cases. To
insist upon showing goods in
the face of the customer's
obvious disinterest, makes the
situation worse with more than
one customer. It really requires
plenty of experience, intuition
and the open-door attitude on
the part of the salesman to
make a success of the impulse
buying habit of women. Here's
a display of beautiful lamps. A
customer stops because she
can't help being drawn to the
bright and cheerful articles. Instantly, she begins to mentally
place the article in her home.
Will it look better on the console table or on the desk? Will
the colors harmonize with the
room? Is the price justifiable
in view of the pleasure and use
the lamp promises to give? Is
the quality of the article up to
standard? No wonder that

nore sales are lost by salesmen
than without them — it being
impossible to understand a customer's homemaking perplexities completely. Where the
salesperson enters the picture is
to contribute accurate information as to the workmanship and
materials of the article, and offer interior decorating suggestions that are new and practical.
6. Display goods in the
window or in the store, glamorously, with easy visibility,
and full details written out on
show cards or dramatized in
some manner such as an automatic display of a washing machine in action. That 66% of
all items purchased on impulse
were on display was learned in
a recent survey conducted by
'ogressive Grocer. People do
>t ask for what they do not see.
.ibout ten % of the people who
pass window displays stop and
look. In a small community,
the 10% is largely the same
crowd. Small wonder that
many customers pass some
windows without looking at
them—because they have been
educated to expect to see the
same old thing in the same old
place, day after day.
Impulse purchases are the lifeblood of the department and dime
stores.
Are you getting your share of the
things we purchase without intention aforethought?

This office grouping by the newly reorganized Stow-Davis Co., Grand
Rapids, is representative of this concern's craftsmanship and styling.
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TODAY IS PAY DAY . . .
Legion survey estimates 155 million to be spent by vets for
homefurnishings. How much are you going to get—and how?
T 7ETERANS of the World War
V have a pay day coming during
the last half of 1936 that a recent
survey conducted by the American
Legion Monthly reports will pour
over $155,000,000 into the home
furnishing business. This amount is
in addition to an estimated $623,615,793.86 that merchants will re-

Veterans
-o//k>tyiH-li/h'a,
Ofatik- shares the iov of yuu World
War Veterans who vvHI receive the bonus, for
Hie payment of ihe KJIIIH nurfcs the Hfgmnmg a\ a UCA
w of weH-l>em« for ttimj^mds v*. f.imtho thnmshwirt the utv dtui
KIP,< County— ini-n ' W i •*• --^OOWC to iht- -Ui*\

ceive on debts incurred during the
depression. It is also asserted that
another huge amount will be released for home furnishings through
the erection of new homes. A breakdown of the sum to be spent by
veterans for home furnishings follows :
Furniture
$61,102,102.67
Rugs and Carpets
9,962,551.64
Other house furnishings.- 45,491,700.89
Refrigerators
21,234,632.60
Furnaces (oil or gas)
9,037,103.08
Radios
8,761,112.04

The Legion report further states
that veterans will spend from funds
supplied by cashing their certificates, $92,451,003.81 on the erection of new homes, and that an additional $548,604,997 will come from
veterans' private funds for the completion of new homes. Repairs on
present homes will n e c e s s i t a t e
$133,341,613.56, while paint jobs
will amount to $34,200,215.81.
Already merchants throughout
the United States are attempting to
corrall some of this enormous fund.
Payment plans in various forms
are making their appearance as inducement to the veteran to refurnish.
How Prottas & Levitt, Seattle,
plans on cashing in on Veterans'
pay day with four separate plans.

PkOHASf l ! \ l
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How Denver Does * Two leading
Denver furniture houses—American
Furniture Co. and D. F. Blackmer
Furniture & Carpet Co.—both declare that applying veterans grade
very high and rejected accounts are
very small.
The American Furniture Co., of
which Samuel E. Kohn, former
president of NRFA is head, has
been progressively covering with
daily sendings a list of all Denver
veterans entitled to the bonus. The
multigraphed letter, with fill-in, over
Kohn's facsimile signature, contained this invitation:
"Come in, choose whatever you want.
Pay nothing down. Just agree to pay
for your selections when you cash your
bonus bonds in June. Your purchases
will be delivered at once."

Apparently, when house furnishings are involved, the great majority of veterans are level-headed, and
if they are not in a position to buy,
they do not respond to "no down
payment" advertising. This letter
went to all veterans, yet the American Furniture Co. reported rejected
accounts had been exceptionally
small. Response to the mailing has
been very heavy and good sales
have been traced directly to it. One
deal in excess of $1000 was reported. However, the majority of
sales average $200.
(Please turn to Page 43)
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GRAND RAPIDS ASSURED MUSEUM
A

SAMUEL G. BUCKNER
. . . Grand Rapids is indebted to him.

LONG cherished dream
by the city of Grand
Rapids has been realized,"
said Samuel G. Buckner,
chairman of the special furniture museum committee of
the Association of Commerce,
March S, when he presented
M a y o r William Timmers
with deeds to the T. Stewart
White home, 427 E. Fulton
St. The city commission
voted unanimously to accept
the property.

A WPA project calling for
an estimated expenditure of
$24,200 for remodeling the
house and appropriately landscaping the grounds was
approved for submission to the federal authorities. In
addition to a federal grant of $19,000, Buckner's committee raised $12,000 locally. A maintenance fund, not
to exceed $3000 is to be provided by the city. The
Grand Rapids Furniture Manufacturers' Association
has agreed to the financing and securing of the exhibits.
Value of Museum • Need for such a building has
long been felt in Grand Rapids. In fact, the late William H. Gay, while president of Berkey & Gay Furniture Co., expressed the desirability of such a museum,
for in addition to its value as an advertisement of the
product for which Grand Rapids is renowned, it offers
a decided educational function for those directly associated with the creation of furniture styles. However,
it remained for Buckner, in his capacity as chairman

of the publicity committee of the Association of Commerce, to fulfill the dream.
Since last June when Sam Buckner first conceived
his museum idea, he has worked tirelessly to attain
his goal. His enthusiasm has been inspiring and the
acceptance of the gift by the city climaxes a campaign
of many months by the museum committee.
Past and Present • As publicity man for the Association of Commerce (in addition to selling insurance),
Sam's duty has been to make America Grand Rapids
conscious. Important, nationally-known industries have
developed in the city but in scouting around for promotable ideas, none of them afforded the material furnished in the historical romance and background of the
furniture industry. Then why not a building housing
such historical interest? Gems of the past and contemporary masterpieces! How they're created and fabricated. Excelsior! A furniture museum! Buckner
launched his campaign and his next step was to sell
the idea to the furniture manufacturers, the public, the
city commission and the federal administration. No
mean job this. His reason for soliciting aid from the
government was due to the fact that his original plan
included the erection of a new building. This idea was
obviated by suggestion that the White home might be
secured. Here was one of the old, dignified residences
of Grand Rapids, idle, and admirably adaptable architecturally to the museum project.
Negotiations with the White heirs resulted in Buckner's obtaining the property. He then swung into action
with a drive to secure $12,000 in cash upon which the
government grant of $19,000 was contingent. A substantial part of this sum was subscribed by the Grand
Rapids furniture manufacturers, and other groups and
individuals contributed generously.

Home of Grand Rapids furniture museum, housing authentic antiques, contemporary ensembles, manufacturing processes and progressive historical exhibit.
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Operation • A committee composed of seven members including two manufacturers, two furniture designers and three citizens not directly connected with
the furniture industry has been suggested for operation
of the museum. The assembling of the exhibits will be
detailed to persons versed in the authentication of antiques, exactitude of reproductions and others qualified
to pass upon the suitability of contemporary furniture.
The White home has four floors with ample space
for an extensive museum program. One suggestion for
the juxtaposition of the exhibits calls for a static display demonstrating furniture manufacturing operations.
This exhibit would be located on the first floor which
is slightly sub-level. On the second floor, which is handsomely decorated with hand carving in solid mahogany
woodwork, would be placed authentic antiques and
faithful reproductions. The third floor would contain
models of the best contemporary Grand Rapids furniture. This display would operate on a rotating plan
with several manufacturers being represented for a
specified time. The fourth floor would be devoted to
progressive exhibition of Grand Rapids furniture dating
from the inception of the industry in that town during
the middle of the 19th century.
Assured • The museum means a realization of a
dream of those interested not solely in the educational
and cultural welfare of the city, but in the future development of the furniture industry. Said Buckner:
"Grand Rapids which has the cultural background for
a museum is a logical center for one. Boston and Cincinnati have such institutions. And I am told that the
furniture exhibit in the New York Metropolitan
Museum was established at a cost of approximately
$2,000,000. The Grand Rapids museum, however, will
be much more than merely a collection of antiques.
Its contemporary displays, exhibit of manufacturing
processes and progressive historical presentation will
make it an educational institution worthy of the city
and industry it represents. Grand Rapids vitally needs
a museum for its citizenry, visiting dealers, tourist and
convention guests."
Committee • Grand Rapids Furniture Museum
committee has sent to Emerson W. Bliss, chairman of
the art and museum board, the recommendations for
membership on a committee or board to operate the
new furniture museum. Those suggested are Buckner,
Robert W. Irwin and John M. Brower, representing
the furniture manufacturers; William Millington, representing the Grand Rapids Furniture Designers association; Miss Frances Dexter, representing women's
groups interested in the museum project, and Edgar R.
Somes, . director of the David Wolcott Kendall
Memorial school and a teacher of designing and home
decorating.

Furniture Library
N adjunct to the furniture museum will be the
A
. Ryerson Library. Here librarian Samuel H.
Ranck has assembled the finest and most complete
collection of furniture literature in the United States.
The furniture library is not only used by local designers and furniture historians but by correspondence
inquiry representing hundreds of letters a year seeking
authentic furniture design information. A list of publications dealing with modern furniture as developed in
America, Britain, Sweden, Germany, France and other
countries complete the collection.

How D'You Jjke It?
As for Aims FINE FURNITURE aims to devote its
efforts to the best interests of the homefurnishing industry. Be you dealer or decorator, manufacturer or designer, cub salesman on the floor or the
oldest furniture man on the road—you'll find something to interest and inform you in each issue.

Leading with To accomplish this at one wallop is
Our Chin
impossible. A first issue cannot be
perfect even, though the model has
been carefully planned. Changes are inevitable and
this is where you—the reader—enter the picture. As
this is a magazine for you, it is important that we have
your comments and suggestions. How have we started?
Are we on the right track? Let's have it. Our chin
is out!!
Physical
We have tried to make this magazine
Appearance attractive without being high-hattish.
Smashing layouts and elaborate type
faces have given way to useful illustrations and readable type. Again we solicit your suggestions. Do you
like the convenient size?

Monthly
Features

Here's a tough one. What to put in a
monthly homefurnishing business magazine
and keep you all satisfied. George Horace
Lorimer, renowned editor of the Saturday Evening
Post, once said something to this effect: "If someone
likes everything in your magazine, there's something
wrong with it." We have scheduled several features
that we think will be of interest and also entertaining.
What do you think?
You Tell Us What do you want us to discuss? Do
you want more pictures? Are you interested in more news of your fellow homefurnishers?
Does your ad man howl for specimen advertisements?
Is your credit man threatening to quit because you
hound him about his collection letters being lousy?
Would you like to know how Brother Smith down the
street manages to keep his customers ? We've no cards
up our sleeve but we will try to give you what you
want—providing you tell us.

Our
After consulting some very special friends
Advertisers on the advisability of launching FINE
FURNITURE at this time we felt somewhat
like the negro boy who asked his friend where he'd
been. "Lookin' fo' work, brudder." His friend replied:
"Man, yo' cu'osity sho as hell's gwine get yo' in
trubble yet." However, the confidence displayed by
our advertising friends in this initial issue is more than
gratifying. And we have much confidence in the future
of the furniture industry. We suggest a careful perusal
of the advertising pages of this magazine. They contain styles and values of reliable concerns interested in
participating in the upward trend of home furnishings.
—THE EDITOR.
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An adaptation of the sleigh
bed is shown in this striking
suite (Upper left) by Kroehler
Mfg. Co., exhibited in the
American Furniture Mart, made
of walnut and white leather.
Butt walnut and zebrawood is
employed in modern style in
the d i n i n g room suite by
Showers Bros., Inc., Bloomington, Ind. The rounded tops of
the buffet lift up, revealing
silvered compartments. Chairs
are upholstered in washable
fabrics. D i s p l a y e d in the
American Furniture Mart.

Old Hickory Furniture Co..
Martinsville, Ind., produced the
pine dining room ensemble
(left center) and displays it in
the Merchandise Mart. Primitive pioneer motifs were the
source of inspiration.
The modern bedroom group in
bird's eye maple and quilted
maple panels, trimmed in gold
hardware is by Crane & McMahon, St. Mary's, Ohio. A
36" circular mirror and extraordinary amount of drawer
space m a k e the vanity a
special value. Shown in the
American Furniture Mart.

White Furniture Co., Mebane,
N. C, identify Carolina craftsmen in developing authentic
southern antiques. Lower left
shows an exact reproduction
of a suite made for John C.
Calhoun, southern statesman,
about 1814, It is made of
cherry, curly sycamore and
tulipwood. Mushroom and bell
turnings are typical. Three
pieces retail for $175. Shown
in the Merchandise Mart.
Landstrom F u r n i t u r e Corp.,
Rockford, 111., c r e a t e d the
modern fruitwood bedroom
suite. The sole decoration is
a routed design on the footboard of the bed. Grooves on
the bottom of the drawers serve
as pulls. This suite is shown
in American Furniture Mart.

TODAY IS PAY DAY . . .
{Continued from Page 39)

The standards established for applicants are high. There is careful
verification of the bonus payment
which will be received. Other obligations are considered. Character
is important. Ordinarily, the veteran must be employed.
Except for the terms, papers
signed are identical with those of
other instalment sales. The customer simply gives his word that he
will meet the promissory note out
of bonus proceeds.
Important fact, reported also by
the D. F. Blackmer store, is that a
large number of applicants are
ready to embark on immediate
small monthly payments.
The Blackmer store has announced its special bonus terms in
general newspaper advertising. Its
policies are very similar to those of
the American Furniture Co.
Ifs? • "What if the buyer should
die before his bonus is paid?"
"What if the family should tire of
the goods and after June 15 refuse
to make payments?" "What if delay occurs and the buyer, instead of
getting his cash in June, does not
receive it for several months thereafter?" "What if the buyer, on receipt of his cash, spends it for
something else?"
These Denver stores concede the
risk suggested by these queries.
However, they believe that care
exercised in granting the low terms
will adequately safeguard them and
create an average risk condition as
favorable as that incurred on the
run of their sales. In addition, the
great sales-building power of special
bonus terms is recognized.
Policies • One D e n v e r s t o r e ,
Joslin's, is aggressively cultivating
veteran instalment business with a
Bonus Thrift Club, featuring special
terms. On a canvass of local instalments trades, it was discovered that
large aggregate sales on low terms
would be made in coming months.
Policies are being formulated.
Letter shops report considerable
inquiry for veteran lists. One list
with a veterans' organization source
showing upward of 7000 Denver
veterans, is being placed exclusively
with one buyer in each trade. The
average bonus payment in Denver
will be around $700.
A majority of Denver credit men
bail the bonus as a great collection
opportunity. If plans work out,
many a "P. & L." account will be
converted into cash next June.

Easy terms—lowest terms—budget terms arranged. These and
other phrases describing the convenience of credit and terms within
the furniture industry have been replaced by a Seattle store—Prottas
& Levitt—by a specific "4-Way—
to—Pay" chart presented to its customers via newspaper copy.
The pay chart is readily understood by the customer with the
most hardy of don't-like-figures
complexes. For purchases of $15 to
$500 it computes what the first payment is, number of subsequent payments and in what amounts, dependent upon which of the four different pays plans is selected. The
advantage of the plan, from the
customer viewpoint, is that it enables the home maker to choose the
plan of payment best suited to individual requirements.
Actually, points out Gale Robinson, advertising manager, the customer is often led to purchase more
when the payment plan is thus advertised. She knows exactly to what
purchase lengths she may go and
still not strain the budget.
The Prottas & Levitt publicized
and official "schedule of payments"
is reduced exactly one-half for
World War veterans.

Replacement Contest

A

VARIANT from the write-aletter of 100 words or less
variety of consumer contest was
used recently by the Standard Furniture Co., Indianapolis, Ind. The
9000 entries for the $500 worth of
merchandise prizes indicate that
people enjoy a contest that exacts
something more than writing a
letter.
This contest was called a "Furniture Placement Contest," and was
based on a booklet produced by the
Standard Furniture Co. for customer distribution. The booklet contained floor charts of a seven-room
house and an insert leaflet with
miniature drawings of living room,
bedroom, dining room and kitchen
furnishings. Floor charts and furniture were drawn to the same scale.
The contestant cut out the miniature pieces of furniture and after
determining what size to have the
given room, arranged and pasted
the furniture on the floor chart.
A checkup of the first thousand
entries received revealed that the
contest was attracting the best type
of adult mind—real buyers—and
only 3 % of the entries were
juveniles.
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Housing the CHARACTER
LINES of the Market
Exclusive Exhibits Are Maintained the Year 'Round by the
Following Nationally Known Lines
BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES, INC.
BARNARD & SIMONDS CO.
BENT CO., GEORGE B.
BIGELOW-SANFORD CARPET CO.
CLORE & HAWKINS
COLONIAL MFG. CO.
FURNITURE CITY UPHOLSTERY CO.
GRAND RAPIDS BOOKCASE & CHAIR CO.
GROENLEER-VANCE FURNITURE CO.
HEXTER CO., S. M.
KAMMAN FURNITURE, INC.
KAPLAN FURNITURE CO., INC.
KINDEL FURNITURE CO.
KITTINGER CO.
LUXURY FURNITURE CO.
MILLER CLOCK CO., HERMAN
MILLER FURNITURE CO., HERMAN
MORSE FURNITURE CO., RALPH
PAALMAN FURNITURE CO.
ROHDE 20th CENTURY HOUSE
RUSTIC HICKORY FURNITURE CO.
STANLEY CHAIR CO.
STATTON FURNITURE MFG. CO.
VANDER LEY BROS., INC.
WHITLOCK & CO., J. W.
WOOD PRODUCTS CORP.

KAPLAN JOINS
KEELER GROUP
Kaplan Furniture Company,
Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, exclusive manufacturers of correct t r a d i t i o n a l
Colonial furniture, will make
their initial showing in the
Keeler Building in the
Spring Market, May 1st to
9th inclusive.

KEELER BUILDING
GRAND RAPIDS

MICHIGAN

Every Modern Convenience
We appreciate mentioning you sazv this in FIXE FURNITURE
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FURNITURE-SALESMEN'S-CLUB
of the GRAND RAPIDS FURNITURE EXPOSITION
CHARLES R. SLIGH. JR., President
JACK COOPER, 1st Vice-President

Origin and Progress • The Furniture Salesmen's Club was organized in the Fall of 1933 when a
plan was forwarded to all the market salesmen. The response came
in the form of several preliminary
meetings under the direction of Carl
Fowler, Ed Ransom, Homer Tibbs
and Charles Campbell. As a result
of these meetings, a general gathering of salesmen was called on No-

ART WINDSOR, 2nd Vice-President
CHARLES F. CAMPBELL, Secretary-Treasurer

their guests attending. Charles F.
Reiley of the Jamestown Lounge Co.
addressed the club. Following the
entertainment program, election of
officers took place and a definite organization was effected. The following directors were chosen to serve
for one year: Carl Fowler, Charles
Burkhardt, Walter Schaeffer, Oscar
Perry, Charles Campbell, Art Windsor, Tom Wanty, Bill Herrick, Abe
Jennings, Charles R. Sligh, Jr.,
Nate Bryant and Arthur Brackett.
Officers for the first year of the organization were President Fowler,
first vice-president Burkhardt, second vice-president Sligh, and secretary-treasurer Campbell.
In order that salesmen representing furniture manufacturing exhibitors not operating in Grand Rapids
might have a voice in the club's
activities, the board of directors was
split between representatives of
Grand Rapids' manufacturers and
outside exhibitors.
By-Laws • The purposes of the
club are described in Article 3 of
the by-laws as follows:

CHARLES R. SLIGH, JR.
. . . chief oi the ambassadors.

vember 10, 1933. About 100 salesmen attended. Carl Fowler was
named temporary chairman and
Campbell, secretary pro-tern. Committees were appointed to draw up
the constitution and by-laws, to
provide club rooms, plan and arrange a banquet for the January
market and to outline a campaign
for membership.
The first membership meeting
and banquet of the Furniture Salesmen's Club of the Grand Rapids
Furniture E x p o s i t i o n Association
was held in the Pantlind Hotel ballroom with over 300 salesmen and

"It shall be the purpose of this
Association: to effect a closer unity
of interests around the Grand Rapids
Furniture Exposition. To combat
abuses and unethical practices in the
wholesale merchandising of furniture.
To elevate selling practices to a
higher standard of performance. To
foster closer cooperation among salesmen representing lines shown in
Grand Rapids, and incidentally to
promote sociability and good will
among the salesmen who make
Grand Rapids their market home
and buyers of furniture who attend
the Grand Rapids Furniture Exposition."
Article 4 imposes qualifications
for membership thus:
"Membership in this Club shall
be open to Sales Executives and
Salesmen representing firms showing
in the Grand Rapids Furniture Exposition and to others with active
interest in designing, advertising,
promoting and displaying lines exhibited in Grand Rapids, whose applications have been approved by the
Board of Directors or the Executive
Committee."
A code of ethics was also adopted

by the Club and subscribed to by
its individual members:
1. I will always support the Grand
Rapids Markets, and will endeavor
to create added interest in these
Markets.
2. I will always be considerate of
my fellow-salesman's time, and will
not unnecessarily engage myself with
a buyer while other salesmen are in
waiting.
3. I will never intentionally deprive my fellow-salesman of his op-

THIS PAGE
The position of the furniture salesman is one of the most important
in the industry. He is an ambassador for manufacturer and market
through his constant and alert contact with the dealer. Without a
doubt the Grand Rapids Furniture
Salesmen's Club has developed
into one of the strongest factors in
the Grand Rapids market. It is
composed of young, aggressive
men—future leaders in the industry. Recognizing these facts the
staff of FINE FURNITURE decided
to devote a page or two to the
affairs of this wide-awake organization. It is the salesmen's page,
a forum of their expressions,
ideas, wit and doings. "Charlie"
Sligh, 1936 president, has outlined
in this first issue the origin and
progress of the club. We feel that
it will be of interest not only to
the boys, but also to their thousands of dealer friends.

portunity to confer with a buyer,
nor in any manner interfere with
his conference with a buyer.
4. I will always assist my fellowsalesman in all business relations.
5. In the performance of my duties, I will at all times strive to
bring added respect and prestige to
my profession, and to my fellowsalesman.
6. I will never interest myself in,
nor entertain a proposal by either
buyer, manufacturer or salesman to
reproduce another
manufacturer's
pattern.
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The first few months of the club's
existence found it handicapped by
the serious illness of Fowler and the
death of Burkhardt. However, being a young organization with
plenty of determination, it continued to progress.
One of the outstanding gatherings during the early days of its
organization was a memorable evening at Ramona Park. An outdoor
dinner and vaudeville show entertained about 600 furniture men in
attendance at the summer market.
In fact the success of this outing
convinced the club that some outstanding feature should be a part
of each major market.
The entertainment during the
1935 January market was under
the direction of Ed Somes who arranged a continuous program
throughout the market. In defraying the expenses of this program
the club assessed each member and
solicited funds from exhibiting
manufacturers.
Directors chosen for the next year
were: Chet Kiekintveld, Art Windsor, Jack Cooper, Abe Tennings. Bill
Herrick, Charles R. Sligh, Jr., Carl
Fowler, Tom Wanty, Nate Bryant,
Charles Campbell, Ed Ransom and
Art Bracket. The officers for the
ensuing year were:
President, Sligh; first vice-president, Cooper; second vice-president,
Windsor and Campbell was reelected secretary and treasurer.

to a chance on furniture prizes contributed by manufacturers. The report of the finance committee was
gratifyingly in the black.
Following the success of the summer market entertainment, the club
doubted a more ambitious program
could be fulfilled. However, the
1936 winter market entertainment
and ball sponsored by the Salesmen's Club will long be remembered. An automobile was given
away as first prize and the program
financed on a basis similar to that
employed the previous market.
The popularity of the nightly
floor show was evidenced by the
many congratulatory letters received from furniture dealers all
over the country and the capacity
nightly attendance. Too much
credit cannot be given our old
friends Bill Dornfield, Doris Hurtig,
and Gus Howard for their assistance. The "Furniture Frolics"
have definitely established themselves in the Grand Rapids Market.
At the annual meeting held during the January market, the following two new directors were chosen:
Clark Beiriger and Larry Hill, replacing Wanty and Jennings. The
officers for 1936 remained the same
with the exception of Beiriger who
was elected a s s i s t a n t secretary.
The officers were pleased to report
that the January show, although
more elaborate than the July performance, incurred less expense and
that the club was able to inaugurate
a new year with a nice bank balance.

P r o m o t i o n s • The F u r n i t u r e
Salesmen's Club activities reached
their zenith with a grand Ball during the 1935 summer market. A
fine professional show entertained
during the entire market. As an
added incentive, tickets were sold to
the Ball which entitled the holder

Duty • From a most inauspicious beginning and during the most
depressed time in the history of our
country, our organization has developed into one of the really potent
factors in the promotion of the

Meet RAY BARNES .

. "Furniture Frolicer"

A

Y the right is an action picture
of Ray Barnes, "the Old Gentleman," at work (?) on one of his
numerous pages. Statistics on Ray
show that he has filled 634 Sunday
newspaper pages with "Razzing the
Rapids" and that his "Funny Signs"
(that's what he calls them) are displayed in dailies from coast to coast
and from Cuba to Canada. He
sports no bow tie nor smock and
has a white man's haircut. When
questioned about his connection
with the furniture trade Ray spoke
with becoming modesty. "I have
probably quick-sketched more furniture men than any other cartoon-

ist in the country." We believe him,
because for years the little fellow
had a studio during market seasons
in the Luce Furniture Co. showrooms.
Ray's first contribution to this
magazine appears on page 25. It
will be a monthly event. But carrying out the tradition of all cartoonists, Ray believes in letting his
readers do most of his work. This
gives him more time for golf, billiards and sleep. In case you missed
the subtlety of this request, Ray is
anxious to have you do his thinking for "Furniture Frolics." Ideas,
that's what he's after.

FURNITURE

Grand Rapids market. Although
a reputation has been established as
official entertainers we must remember that our aims include the bettering of business ethics among furniture salesmen. It is also evident
through the club's correspondence
that it can be of assistance in
many ways to buyers who visit the
Grand Rapids market. As furniture
salesmen representing Grand Rapids we are ambassadors for the Furniture Capital. Our first duty is to
support this market and endeavor
to create added interest in furthering this cause.
CHARLES R. SLIGH, JR.
—o—

Koster to Free Lance
Henry H. Koster, for the past
nine years staff designer with Johnson Bros. Furniture Co. and Johnson, Handley, Johnson Co., Grand
Rapids, recently announced the inauguration of a designing service
under his own name. Koster was
associated for 12 years with the designing department of W. & J.
Sloane, New York, before coming
to Grand Rapids.
His commercial designs the past
few years have attracted national
recognition from such authorities as
Charles Messer Stowe, furniture
editor of the New York Sun and
other homefurmshing editors of
metropolitan dailies and consumer
magazines. His modern interpretations have been a feature of the
Grand Rapids market for several
seasons, while his traditional adaptations, particularly several developed exclusively for the Grand Rapids Furniture Makers Guild, have
been outstanding successes. Koster
is a former president of the Grand
Rapids Designer's Association.

RAY BARNES
. . . can explain his own cartoons.
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Well constructed
and correctly styled
living room
furniture

No. 1404
Mahogany Chair
Width 37" Height 40"
Depth 33"

No. 1400 Sofa
Length 80" Height 37"
Depth 33"

Showrooms at Imperial Furniture Company
May Market showing May I to 9
June-July showing June 29 to July 18

THE SCHOONBECK COMPANY
50 WEALTHY STREET, S. W .

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

We appreciate mentioning you saw this in FrxE FURNITURE
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V'SOSKE
HAND -TUFTED
ORIGINAL
RUG
CREATIONS

reedom
O f f e r un r e s t r i c t e d
for i n d i v i d u a l ex pres sion
It will be easier to meet your clients' wishes in an impressive
manner, if you lay the proper foundation for your decorative
scheme, in a hand-tufted, custom-made V'Soske Rug.
These rugged weaves are so versatile that they place no
restriction on your creative ability. From the austere simplicity
of a colonial background to the decorative effects of the French
masters, or the refreshing' tempo of a modern motif, every
V'Soske rug is specially created to meet the exact requirements
of size, shape, color and design.
Any design and color can be carried out in this expressive
medium to give your work the stamp of artistic individuality
on which reputations are built.

V'SOSKE SHOPS
ORIGINAL
CREATORS
OF HAND-CARVED RUGS
301 SCRIBNER AVE., N. W.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Obviously, individuality can not be cataloged. We will however,
cooperate with you to the minutest detail, if you submit your
requirements.
515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
820 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL
FIELDING HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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Spring Market, May I — 9
Summer Market, June 29 — July

Luce Representatives Announced
Martin J. Dregge, general manager of the
Luce Furniture Co., which returned to the
manufacturing field this year, has announced
the following sales organization: Eastern
metropolitan representative for New York,
Philadelphia and Baltimore, Earl B. Chubb
of New York; middle east, Everell S.
Brower; midwest, John L. Greene; south,
Phil Raiguel; New England, Louis Foote
Reynolds; Michigan and Indiana, John Pylman; Pacific coast, C. R. Davis, H. C. Baker
and C. F. Knoeppel at San Francisco; Denver, J. George Saxton; Seattle and the
northwest, Ray Waymire.
G. R. Furniture Co.
Grand Rapids Furniture Co., which for
many years produced high-grade dining
room groups, discontinued this type of
product about a year ago and introduced a
line of quality occasional pieces, in both
traditional and modern. The line is shown
in the Fine Arts Bldg. Eber W. Irwin,
president and general manager and one of
the founders of the concern, continues to
direct the company.
Robert Irwin, his son, has been identified
with the company for more than 15 years.
He is in charge of sales and designing. The
sales organization includes R. William Herrick in the east, Leo F. Troy in the central
west and George D. Evans and his son, W.
C. Evans, in the west and south.
Hendricks Dies Suddenly
Gustave A. Hendricks, 58, prominent in
the Grand Rapids furniture industry for
over 25 years, died March 26 at his home.
Death resulted from a sudden heart attack.
"Gus" Hendricks was best known as the
directing head of the Fine Arts Furniture
Corp., which operated the Pantlind Exhibition and Fine Arts buildings. These two
structures were erected during 1924 and 1925
as private developments, but Hendricks visioned them as units of a furniture capital
building, which he planned to erect to a
OPTIMISM
. . . This modern Kindel plant, illustrated below, is being enlarged.

height of 34 stories on the present site of
the Civic Auditorium. The advent of the
recent depression shattered this dream.
Hendricks was a native of Huntington,
Ind., came to Grand Rapids in 1903 as a
sales representative of Burroughs Adding
Machine Co., formed the Adjustable Table
Co. the following year and within a few
years established the White Steel Sanitary
Furniture Co., of which he was manager
until his death.
In 1923 he purchased the Berkey & Gay
administration building. This real estate
move proved to be the inception of the
Pantlind and Fine Arts buildings promotion.
Hendricks was active in state Republican
circles, served for three years as chairman
of the Mackinaw Island State Park Commission. He was an ardent sportsman, lover
of outdoors and was never happier than
when entertaining his many friends at his
beautiful summer home, Octagon Castle,
Biteley, Mich.
Besides his widow, Gertrude M. Hendricks, he is survived by a son, Gustave A.,
Jr., and a daughter, Carolyn.

Kindel Enlarges Factory
An indication of recent business gains and
an anticipation of industrial improvement
is the announcement of Charles J. Kindel,
Sr., president of the Kindel Furniture Co.,
of plans for an addition to their present
plant. Construction which started about the
last of April will increase the production
capacity of the plant by 30%.
The additional equipment, which is part
of the expansion program, will afford a balanced production and tend to expedite service and make for additional economy.

Stow-Davis Reorganized
Grand Rapids was assured continuation of
one of its oldest and nationally famous industries when articles of incorporation were
filed in Lansing recently by the Stow-Davis
Furniture Co. The new company has been
organized to acquire the assets, business and
goodwill of the former company of the same
name, which filed a voluntary petition in
bankruptcy.
The management of the company will be
in the hands of men long identified with

FRANK D. McKAY
. . . "I have kept my word."
prominent Grand Rapids industries. Officers
are: President, Joseph R. McCarger; vicepresident and general manager, Robert H.
Bennett; treasurer, Walter D. Idema; assistant treasurer, Lewis E. Neahr; secretary,
Edgar W. Hunting.
Directors are: Walter D. Idema, David
D. Hunting, Siegel W. Judd, Robert H.
Bennett, and Edgar W. Hunting.
Bennett brings to the company broad
experience in furniture manufacturing, having been formerly in charge of manufacturing with the Grand Rapids Store Equipment
Corp., and recently associated with the
American Seating Co.
McCargar and E. W. Hunting have been
identified with the Stow-Davis name many
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Hardware of Distinction
for every style trend

The present demand for Grand Rapids Brass Company's quality hardware
can be attributed to these facts: (1) A wide range of patterns in modern,
period and commercial designs suitable for every type of furniture. (2) Finishes that are smart, authentic and attractive. (3) Prices that meet today's
demands.
Our representatives covering every section of the country are prepared to
service your hardware needs promptly and with complete satisfaction.

GRAND RAPIDS BRASS CO
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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years, as has Neahr. D. D. Hunting is secretary and W. D. Idema vice-president of
the Metal Office Furniture Co., one of Grand
Rapids most successful industries.
According to Bennett, the company will
continue manufacture of high-grade office
furniture, featuring upholstered pieces and
matched suites in the modern style as well
as the beautifully-executed period designs
which have secured to Stow-Davis the reputation as a leader in the field.
Creation of new styles and designs for
some of their larger distributors is included
in the company's plans for development.
No changes are contemplated in present
sales policy or dealer representation and the
company will continue to distribute its products through its established exclusive dealers,
who are representatives of the leading
office outfitters and furniture houses in the
countrv.
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Reduced Fares Available
Reduced round trip fares on the Identification Certificate Plan available to buyers,
manufacturers, and salesmen, have been
granted by the railroads for the Spring
Furniture Market to be held in Grand
Rapids May 1st to 9th inclusive.
The Grand Rapids Furniture Exposition
Association will send out the necessary

tion with the New York Central Railroad
will operate through sleeping cars from
Jamestown to Grand Rapids as traffic
warrants, and tickets may be purchased
from all eastern points to Grand Rapids
routed via Jamestown with stop over
privilege.
Starting dates have been authorized as
follows: April 28-29-30—May 1-2-3-4-5-6,

Stickley Control Changes
Control of Stickley Bros. Co., Grand
Rapids, was obtained by Theron H. Goodspeed, Grand Rapids industrialist, the first
of April when he acquired virtually all the
common stock of the company from Allen
A. McCurdey, receiver for the Grand Rapids
National bank.
Under the reorganization the new company will be subject to a mortgage to
secure a loan of $125,000 from the RFC
and a second mortgage of $102,500, which
secures income bonds exchanged for first
mortgage bonds in the old company.
No change in personnel is contemplated
immediately. For the past two years the
plant has been operated by C. Arthur
' Woodhouse, first as receiver and then as
I trustee under the reorganization plan under
federal statute. Assisting Woodhouse has
been R. E. Kusterer, president of the old
GEORGE VANDERLAAN
. . . Being superintendent of B & G is
natural for him. He served in this
capacity 16 years.
from all sections of the country except far
West and Southwest; from these territories
starting dates are one to two days earlier.

EDGAR O. LANDSTROM
. . . "We have aimed to satisfy B & G
dealers."
organization and J. L. Angle, vice president
and sales manager.
The plant has operated through the reorganization period and now has 100 men
on the payroll.
The Stickley Bros. Co., was founded in
the 1880's by the late Albert G. Stickley
and is widely known as a manufacturer of
hospital and institutional furniture, as well
as home furnishings.

TWO GENERATIONS OF B & G
. . . E. A. Wallace, Jr., (above) vicepresident, W. J. Wallace, president.
Says W. I., "The line is representative of Berkey & Gay."
Identification Certificates to those individuals who regularly come to the Spring
Market, and additional certificates will be
available on application to Chas. F. Campbell, Secretary, 821 Michigan Trust Bldg.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
For those who plan to attend Jamestown
Market first, The Erie Railroad in connec-

Industry at 58% Normal
An increase of 50% in furniture shipments the first two months of 1936 over
the same period of 1935 was reported in
a bulletin released by Seidman & Seidman,
Grand Rapids certified public accountants.
The bulletin also says "Following an unusually good January, a market month,
February 1936 failed to keep pace with
the established records as to new orders.
For several years February has yielded an
average of about 25% less new business
than January. This year, however, February new orders fell off 37% from the
January mark." The report, however,
showed that February 1936 showed an increase of some 4% over February 1935 and
that the increase for the two months,
January and February, was 18%.
There was little change in the employment situation in the industry during
February as compared with the previous
month, the bulletin said. However, as compared with a year previous, payrolls increased over 25% and the number on the
rolls more than 15%.
"The industry is now running at
approximately 58% of normal," the bulletin continued.
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E i G Ready for May Market
The new line of the Berkey & Gay Furniture Co. will be completed and on display
in the new showrooms in plant No. 1 for
the May Market, May 1st to 9th. The
showrooms have been completely redecorated and set up in very attractive form
for the display of the new merchandise,
which will consist of 70 bedroom and dining
room suites in both modern and traditional
designs and in broad price ranges.
A chronological history of the reorganization of the Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
follows:
Sept., 1929—Simmons Co. acquired control of the Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
through the purchase of practically all of
the common stock of the company.
May, 1931—Simmons Co. defaulted on
payment of interest and principal on bonds
of Berkey & Gay Furniture Co. Operation
under Simmons management continued until
the end of 1931, though manufacturing
operations were discontinued some time prior.
Feb., 1932—Michigan Trust Co., Grand
Rapids, and William H. Gilbert, appointed
co-receivers of Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.,
by order of the Federal District Court for
Western District of Michigan. Petition for
receivership was filed in the name of the
American Furniture Mart Corp., Chicago.
The big Chicago exposition building was
one of the principal general creditors of
Berkey & Gay Furniture Co. for exhibition
space rentals. Simmons Co. had moved the
Berkey & Gay showrooms from Grand
Rapids to Chicago.
Sept., 1932 — R e c e i v e r s brought suit
against the Simmons Co. asking $5,000,000
damages.
Oct., 1932—Suit transferred from Circuit
Court to Federal District Court for Western District of Michigan.
Sept., 1934—Decision against Simmons
Co. that receivers for Berkey & Gay Furniture Co. were entitled to receive #2,291,750
handed down by Federal Court. Case was
to be appealed to higher court.
Dec, 1934—Pending appeal Simmons Co.
offered compromise settlement, calling for
payment of #450,000 in cash, $700,000 of
Simmons 5% debentures. Receiver recommended acceptance of compromise settlement which was approved by the court.
Jan., 1935—Federal Court approved payment of fees approximating #150,000 to receiver, accountants and attorneys.
March, 1935—Federal Court, on petition
of Receiver, the Michigan Trust Co., ordered
the properties of the Berkey & Gay Furniture Co. offered for sale.
May, 1935—Federal Court approved the
bid of Abe Dembinsky, Inc., in amount of
£75,000 for all properties of the Berkey &
Gay Furniture Co., subject to all unpaid
taxes of approximately $157,000.
Sept. 23, 1935—City Commission of
Grand Rapids unanimously voted to accept
the modern power plant of the big No. 1
Berkey & Gay plant as settlement of the
delinquent taxes. Federal Court directed receiver to deliver a bill of sale to Abe Dembinsky, Inc., for Plant,No. 1.
Principal interest in Abe Dembinsky. Inc.,
is Frank D. McKay, Grand Rapids business
man. In an interview McKay said: "I am
making it my business to see that Berkey
& Gay operations are started as soon as
possible. The name ..and reputation of
Berkey & Gay will be preserved."
Nov., 1935—Men put to work in plant
No. 2 getting machines cleaned and overhauled and moving in new equipment from
other plants. Materials moved in and production scheduled to start during January.
March, 1936—Berkey & Gay Furniture
Co. purchased machinery and equipment of
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the Kiel Furniture Co.. Milwaukee. Announced that Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
now has approximately #1,000,000 in cash
from the sale of stock, which will be used
for operating expenses.
In addition to McKay, chairman of the
board and secretary-treasurer, officers are:
W. J. Wallace, president; Edgar 0 . Landstrom, vice president and general manager;
E. A. Wallace, Jr., vice president; Kenneth
J. Stanford, vice president; Abe Dembinsky,
assistant secretary.
Directors are: Fred W. Green, former
governor; David A. Warner; John S. McDonald, former Justice of the Michigan
supreme court; James L. Mclnerney, president of the Mclnerney Spring & Wire Co.
Other prominent furniture men who have
become associated with Berkey & Gay include George Vander Laan, formerly Berkey

Kaplan Joins G. R. Exhibitors
The Kaplan Furniture Co., Cambridge,
Mass., reproducers of fine early American
furniture, announce their premier showing
in Grand Rapids at the May market. The
firm will display on the 4th floor of the
Keeler building.
Gibson Refrigerator Active
Gibson Electric Refrigerator Corp., Greenville, Mich., is producing in excess of 250
electric refrigerators daily according to advices received from L. E. Taufenbach,
general sales manager of this concern.
''Over 850 workmen were on our payrolls
April first", said Taufenbach, "and our production will be speeded up to over 300
units per day before the end of the month.
The new line of Gibson's, in a reasonable
price range is proving extremely popular
with the trade and we are finding it difficult to keep up with the orders that are
rolling in."
Grelick Operating

ABE DEMBINSKY

The Grelick Corp., Traverse City, Mich.,
has been reorganized to manufacture maple
furniture and expects to ship merchandise
by May 1. The corporation has its own
sawmill and kilns and will buy maple and
other hardwoods locally to supply the
plant. Between 200 and 300 men will be
employed.
Johnson Randall Co., of Traverse City,
which owned the Grelick Co., as well as
the Johnson Randall fibre furniture plant,
received part of the 300,000 shares of
stock which financed reopening of the
company. Frank M. Johnson of Chicago is
president and general manager of the new
firm, Charles Mahoff, vice-president and
Leo J. Nebel of Detroit, secretary-treasurer.

. . . His interest in B & G forecasts
future furniture leadership.

CLASSIFIED
& Gay superintendent for 16 years, who
resigned from the Brandt Cabinet Works,
Hagerstown, Md., to return to his former
company; J. Arthur Bowen, in charge of
purchasing and cost departments, former
Berkey & Gay director and production manager, and Warren Townsend, engineer.
Probably no other name in furniture is or
ever has been known both nationally and
internationally as the name of Berkey &
Gay and the perpetuation of this name
means much to the industry as a whole.
With ample capital and a trained personnel
in management the future success of the
company seems assured.

Hendricks' Policies Continued
In a recent interview George L. Herrscher,
secretary of the Fine Arts Corp., said, "The
Fine Arts Corp. operating the Fine Arts
and Pantlind Exhibition buildings in Grand
Rapids, will continue the policies previously
adopted and folLowed by the late G. A.
Hendricks, former owner and operator of
these buildings."
Herrscher stated that on March 29 election of directors and officers was held to fill
the vacancy caused by Hendricks' death.
At that time C. D. Wasmuth was elected
to fill the unexpired term of Hendricks.
Wasmuth completes the Board of Directors
which in addition consists of Airs. G. A.
Hendricks and Herrscher. At this meeting
Mrs. G. A. Hendricks resigned as vice
president of the organization and was elected
president and treasurer. Wasmuth was
elected vice president. Herrscher secretary.

ADS

Classified rates: Undisplayed, 5 cents
per word. Minimum charge $2. Display
rate, $5 per column inch. One inch
minimum. Minimum display advertisement accepted, 2 inches. Classified
charges payable in advance. Ten per
cent discount for three or more insertions.
FOR SALE • Available in busy long
time established fine money making, large
credit store of wearing apparel. Nothing to
buy. Store fully equipped and modern in
every respect, percentage rental arrangements with NO guarantee. Should do first
year over #200,000; A m o n e y - m a k i n g
opportunity like seldom found. Every
cooperation afforded to person or persons
with sufficient capacity by the owners.
Stores enjoy best locations and reputations.

IRVING L. TURNER
127 E. 9th St.

Los Angeles, Calif.

SALESMAN WANTED • Grand Rapids
manufacturer of upholstered furniture wants
sales representative for entire deep southern
territory. Prefer one traveling out of Grand
Rapids, but not absolutely necessary, if
well established. Box 25, Fine Furniture,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
ROAD SALESMAN WANTED • Experienced case goods salesman wanted for middle
western territory by well known manufacturer of dining room furniture. Box 30,
FIXE FURNITURE, Grand Rapids, Mich.

for
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Established 1S67

67 Years' Experience

Hoffman Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

m

BAND SAWN SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS
Plain and Quartered
RED OAK
RED GUM
TUPELO
SYCAMORE
ELM

WHITE OAK
SAP GUM
BLACK GUM
MAPLE
CYPRESS
and

COTTONWOOD
(All Lignasan Dipped)

No. 3 6 Modern chair upholstered in fine grade
chenille tapestry. Height 30", Depth 35", Width 3l",
Price $5 5.00.

Produced from Timber Grown in the Heart of
Rich Alluvial River Basins of This Territory

ELECTRIC BAND MILL

COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Equipped to Surface and Re-saw

YOURS
for the
If you need furniture . . . house furnishings . . . salesmen in store or factory or
any information pertaining to the furniture and house furnishing industry . . .
Write FINE FURNITURE, Association of
Commerce Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich.
This information will be supplied promptly, without cost to you.

Z_yjL number of new living
room suites, chairs and davenports
will be assembled in our space in
the Waters-Klingman Bldg. for the
inspection of visiting buyers at the
Spring Market — May 1st to 9th.
The line consists of modern and
traditional designs in a wide range
of colorful covers.
"Wolverine living room pieces
have a distinct character in design,
covering and tailoring in a popular
price range.
Please write us concerning
your requirements
for
upholstered
furniture.

Yours for the Asking

FINE FURNITURE
Association of Commerce Building
Grand Rapids, Michigan

WOLVERINE UPHOLSTERY CO.
GRAND RAPIDS
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News and Reviews...
McKay Gliders Moving
The complete line of gliders, offered for
the first time in the low-priced range at
the January market by McKay Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., is rolling up sales. The new line
of chrome, the first the company has offered,
is being favorably received. A distinctive
feature of the new chrome offered by McKay
is the triangular legs on tables and chairs.
Light Weight Reed
Ypsilanti Reed Co., Inc., Ionia, Mich., is
introducing a new light weight type of furniture for out-of-doors, fashioned in rattan
in definitely modern styling, priced in the
lower range. No nails are used in construction and the screws, which hold the parts in
place, are hidden from view so chances of
snagging clothing is lessened.
Four-in-a-Row Burners
Malleable Iron Range Co., Beaver Dam,
Wis., new four-in-a-line burner gas ranges,
brought out as a departure from the usual
two-in-a-row burner gas stoves, have been
well received
by the trade. The feature of
the sto\res is that the cook does not have
to reach across hot burners since they are
all in one row, and the extra space on the
stove may be used for holding hot pans.
Combination Coal and Gas Range
Comstock-Castle Stove Co., Quincy, 111.,
is bringing out a new gas range for the May
market, the first gas range the company has
produced in two years, which will incorporate a number of new features including
more oven space. The company reports con-

sumer demand for the combination coal and
gas ranges in metropolitan as well as rural
areas.
Stove, a-la-Radio
Renown Stove Co., Owosso, Mich., has
brought out a newfloorfurnace or circulating heater, with hot blast features. Frame
of the stove is modern and resembles a radio
cabinet. The company also is manufacturing
a pot-type oil burner similar in design.
—But No Refrigerator
American Wood Carving Co., Chicago, has
brought out a new console table which is a
combination cellarette, floor lamp, aquarium
and bookcase. Retail prices range from
819.95 to $39.95. Cellarette is a cabinet in
the back of the table and the aquarium is
a drawer 8"xl5" with a glass front. The
aquarium is located in the front center of
the table and consists of a waterproof drawer
equipped with electric lights which light up
the pool so that even fish in the back can
be seen clearly.
Hausske Reorganized
August Hausske & Co., Chicago, has been
re-organized under the firm name of Hausske
Chairs and will be operated as a corporation
by George and Edward Hartung, sons of the
former owner, A. R. Hartung, who has retired from active business. The firm was
established in 1886 by A. Hausske. grandfather of the two men who now head the
business. A new line of modern chairs,
including the first chrome pieces the company has made, will supplement the regular
line. The same sales force will be retained.

New Thomasville Unit Producing
Production got underway in February in
the latest addition to the plant of the
Thomasville Chair Co., Thomasville, N. C.
The new building is the ninth unit in the
large Thomasville array of factories all using the latest equipment for large-scale furniture production. The new "Americraft"
line, introduced at the January market at
the American Furniture Mart, is enjoying
a volume business, the company reported.

Wisconsin Artcrctft Enlarges
Wisconsin Artcraft, Inc., formerly of Milwaukee, Wis., has moved to larger factory
quarters at Geneva, 111., the factory formerly occupied by the Geneva Organ Co.

Imperial (Rockiord) in Mart
Imperial Furniture Co. of Rockford, 111.,
has opened a permanent office in the American Furniture Mart, Chicago, which will be
open daily in charge of Harry Buchman,
assisted by Miss Birdie Nattenberg. The
company specializes in French bedroom
suites in the medium-priced bracket.

Bosworth and Ross Change
Jack Ross became assistant buyer of electrical housewares under Edward List at
Abraham & Straus, Inc., early in March,
succeeding Fred Bosworth, resigned. Bosworth became buyer of china, glassware and
housewares at McCurdy's, Rochester, succeeding Harry Todd, who remained as floor
manager.

Brett With Imperial Desk
H. C. Brett is new representative for the
Imperial Desk Co., Evansville, Ind., with
headquarters in the American Furniture
Mart space of the company, succeeding Walter Niemann, who is confining his activities
to his work with Crane & MacMahon, Inc.,
St. Mary's, Ohio. Imperial is featuring a
modern kneehole desk in walnut, equipped
with a portable typewriter stand.

New No-Sag Office
No-Sag Spring Co., Detroit, Mich.,
makers of "No-Sag" spring seat units, has
opened a permanent office jointly with the
Kay Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., their distributors in eastern, western and southern
territories, in the American Furniture Mart,
Chicago. The line previously has been shown
only during the markets.

HOMER T. FINDLAY
. . . has host of friends, despite 27 years
as credit manager.

Fibre Chairs—Metal Bases
Spring base units, usually seen on metal
and chrome pieces, have been adopted for
use on fibre, boudoir and knotty pine chairs
by Johnson-Randall Co., Traverse City,
Mich. The chairs, shown for the first time
at the January market, have met with universal acceptance, company officials say.

HARRY "PAT" CROWE
. . . his singing stopped the Furniture
Frolics, his personality sells furniture.
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S U R E T O S E E . . . . AT T H E M A Y M A R K E T

Reproductions . . .
Our fine line of eighteenth century traditional living room pieces
has been carefully selected from an authentic collection, guaranteeing you accurate replicas for discriminating customers. A few
of this group are exquisite interpretations of New England
furniture of a later date than the English Georgian period.

Quality . . .
"Done by Dutch Craftsmen" assures reliability of construction,
workmanship, finish and style.

Merchandising . . .
To assist you in merchandising this group, a number of pieces,
selected for their historical interest, will have "biographical"
sketches attached. Your salesmen will find this information of
value in selling.

In Addition . . .
Our comprehensive groupings of traditional and modern dining
rooms will be shown.

DISPLAYED IN OUR GRAND RAPIDS
TOP FLOOR

WATERS-KLINGMAN

SHOWROOMS

BUILDING

DUTCH WOODCRAFT SHOPS, INC.
ZEELAND

MICHIGAN
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J. L. Metz. Jr., has been elected secretary
of the corporation. New salesmen representing the company include: Albert & Fineman,
Philadelphia, Arthur Koch, Pittsburgh, and
S. H. McDonald, Seattle.

FURNITURE

the basic reason why the American public
has been responsive to modern furniture.
Consumer taste is showing a positive demand for the removal of embellishment that
adds nothing to, and detracts from, the
form which it is attempting to adorn."

Eber Expands Again

MANUEL EBER
. . . increases space four times in two
years.
South America Goes 18th Century
Merton L. Gershun, Chicago furniture designer who returned early in March from a
South American trip with Irwin Rusnak,
Chicago furniture dealer, reported that 18th
Century mahogany furniture is selling better than any type of furniture in New York
City. Many exhibitors at the American
Furniture Mart in Chicago have announced
their intention of increasing their 18th Century lines to meet the coming demand for
that style at the May market.

Eber Furniture Co. opened its new store
at 218 West Front St., Plainfield, N. J., the
last of February. In the two years of its
business here the company has increased its
space four times,
Manuel Eber, 29, proprietor of the store,
is one of the youngest merchants in the
city. He is well known in the furniture
markets of Grand Rapids, Chicago and New
York, and is a son of H. Eber, veteran
furniture man, who maintains the large
H. Eber Home Furnishings Store in New
Brunswick.
Associated with Eber in the store is Milton Tuteur, who has had 26 years experience in all phases of furniture merchandising
and manufacturing, nationally and locally.
The new store has four floors and a mezzanine, with elevator service. A basement
department features juvenile furniture and
breakfast sets; the main floor household furnishings and equipment; mezzanine, occasional furniture and studio couches; second
floor, living room furniture, lamps and rugs;
third floor, dining room and bed room furniture, and the fourth floor will be given over
to storage.
Hover Wins Trip
Dow B. Hover of Hudson was one of 125
Westinghouse refrigerator dealers to achieve
highest refrigerator sales in the country and
won a free trip to the Westinghouse refrigerator headquarters in Mansfield, Ohio, and
the East Springfield works in Massachusetts.
Sacknoif Lauds Modern

Named Manager
Al Dubin was named manager of the
Schuman Furniture Co. Lockland, Ohio,
early in March. He succeeded Jacob Silverman, who resigned to become a partner in
a Detroit, Mich., store.

Serge Sacknoff, designer of upholstered
furniture shown in the new model rooms
at Frederick Loeser & Co. Brooklyn, N. Y.,
in March, said in Furntiure World: "A
definite trend to simplicity in furniture is

Silver Advanced
Philip Silver, buyer of rugs in the basement store of L. Bamberger & Co., Newark,
was advanced to assistant merchandise manager of rugs, floor coverings and other home
furnishings sections in March.

Hctrdesty to Loeser
Bert Hardesty, for the past three and a
half years hardware buyer for Mandel Bros.,
Chicago, resigned in March to take a similar position at Frederick Loeser & Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., succeeding Harry Tyler.
Before joining Mandel's, Hardesty was
buyer for Joseph Florae Co., Pittsburgh.

Lane Bryant Remodelled
Lane Bryant, Inc., store at 35th St., New
York, began a $50,000 modernization program early in March. Albert Maisin, vicepresident, announced that the Brooklyn
store also will be remodelled.

Troy Rowlands Wins and Loses
Troy Rowlands Furniture Co., plaintiff,
of Troy, Ohio, won its suit against Fred
Sherman of Troy in a verdict so worded
that it was in effect in favor of the defendant. The furniture company had sued for
#130 allegedly due for merchandise purchased by Sherman. He had attempted to
return the merchandise on the grounds that
it was unsatisfactory. The company refused
to accept and filed suit to collect the balance. A jury found that the company should
have the merchandise and retain the amount
paid on the account but released Sherman
from further liability on the account.

Dizzy Passes Furniture
The furniture industry lost its chance at
Dizzy Dean when he signed his contract
with the St. Louis Cardinals. When Dizzy
was holding out for $40,000 the Associated
Press carried a story that the famous hurler
not only talked seriously of quitting baseball for at least a year, but said he was
negotiating with R. A. Slack, furniture man
from St. Louis, with whom he "probably
would go into business if forced to quit
baseball."
Refrigerators by Carload

- j. {
- * > -
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ItTAL-FIINITIIECI

Cowling Co. of Mt. Carmel, III., purchased a full carload of Frigidaire Refrigerators for its 1936 showing early in March.

Metz Increases Line
J. L. Metz Co., which moved its factory
from Chicago to larger, more modern quarters in Hammond, Ind., has added modern
and period dinette suites to its regular line
of dining room furniture. Company will mark
its 35th anniversary at the May market.

Morgantown concern one of many attracting new business with new fronts.
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With Emphasis on 18th Century Ornament
• MOULDINGS

r
fc

•

Furniture styles have changed. Manufacturers and designers are stressing Georgian and
French periods — Adam, Chippendale,
Hepplewhite, Sheraton and Louis XV. The
KLISE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
line includes cut wood mouldings that are
adaptable for these period requirements.
You will find the clean-cut characteristics of
the Georgian and French styles reproduced
in KLISE ornament.

l3/4"

DM-994

"; %"x5/s"; Vs'^Vi
Made right and left.

D-522 7ie"x% 6 ";
l"x%";

DM-2063

1" x %"

• CARVINGS •
This is a valuable service. We will carve
your m u l t i p l e machine models to your
design, working with your own designers in
order to secure their exact interpretations.
If desired, you may furnish the stock ready
for carving, we then to do the carving, sanding and whatever hand-carving is demanded.
Or, we will furnish the job complete, including the stock.

. ' . -1' ;' \ ," 11/4" reduction)

r

h'i ;[

P I T in
r!

- rJ ^ -i
- ' L

jjjib'jj
PF-4040

lVie" x %

Quality* Service and Economy
No Order Too Large • No Job Too Small

• FACILITIES •
The facilities of our plant are such that we
are interested in handling not only the largest production job, but also in developing
your sample models or small job lots.

KLISE
MANUFACTURING
CO., INC.
GRAND

RAPIDS
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STORES

Hanley—Watertown, N. Y.
Harry W. Hanley announced the opening
of a new furniture store during the last
week of February. Hanley has had a varied
experience in the furniture business, having
been general manager of the Harden Furniture Co., Inc., and associated at one time
with the Frank S. Harden Co., Camden,
N. J., manufacturers of upholstered furniture. Hanley has been a frequent visitor at
the furniture markets.
Chalets—Windsor, Ont.
Standard Furniture Co., Ltd., opened its
remodeled store here the middle of February. Max Chafets, president, has conducted
the business since 1928 and increasing business made it necessary to expand to the
basement and re-decorate and remodel both
floors.
.

early in April. The new building has 35,000
square feet of space. Greenberg and Beatman have been in business in Hartford
for 20 years.
North—Kenton, Ohio
W. A. North, owner of the Kenton Radio,
Music and Electric shop, announced its removal to North Detroit St. late in February. North has been in business here since
1929.
Moore—Ogdenburg, N. Y.
W. H. Moore opened a shade and drapery
shop at 321 Crescent St. early in March.
The store also will carry household supplies.
Moore was for more than 26 years with the
Ogdensburg Mercantile Co.

Banner-Whitehill—Columbus, Ind.
Banner-Whitehill of Indianapolis opened
a new home furnishings store in Columbus

0

Childhood, Inc.—New York, N. Y.
Childhood, Inc., specializing in nursery
furnishings and children's accessories, has
leased a store at 32 East 65th St.
Hash—Welch, W. Va.
The Hash Furniture Co., which was
burned out early in March, has opened at
a new location, Fred E. Kramer is manager
of the store.
Weeks-Pruitt—Dexter, Mo.
Charles H. Weeks, Jr., and Bert Pruitt,
Jr., opened the Home Appliance Co., dealing in electrical appliances, late in February.
Lang—Toledo, Ohio
The Lang Appliance Corp., dealers in
electrical appliances and home equipment,
opened a store here in March. S. Homer
Federman is president.
League's, Inc.—Greenville, S. C.
League's, Inc., furniture and radio dealers,
awarded the contract for construction of a
335,000 store building in February. The
building will be ready for occupancy in
about four months.
Hofmcmn-Schall—Toledo, Ohio
The Modern Furniture Co., owned by
George Hofman and Isadore Schall, opened
a new store here late in February. Hofman,
a veteran furniture man who has been associated with several Toledo concerns, will
manage the new store.
Lindsay—Baton Rouge. La.
The American Furniture Co., a branch of
the Lindsay Furniture Co., Plaquemine, was
opened in Baton Rouge late in February.
Five stores in Louisiana and a manufacturing plant in Monroe make up the organization. Isaac Brian is manager of the new
store.
Greenberg & Beatman—Hartford, Conn.
Greenberg & Beatman, Inc., moved to a
new location, the building occupied by Feinberg Bros, as a furniture store for 39 years,

MARKETS
GRAND RAPIDS
May 1—9
June 29—July 18
CHICAGO
May 4—9
July 6—18
JAMESTOWN
April 30—May 9
HIGH POINT
July 20—August 1
NATIONAL FURNITURE WEEK
October 2—10

Baugh <£ Garner—Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Baugh & Garner Furniture Co. of Lexington announced the opening of a new1 store
in Mt. Sterling early in March. This is the
third store of the Baugh & Garner Co., the
others being located at Danville and Lexington. The Mt. Sterling store will be in
charge of J. W. Baber, for 25 years in the
furniture business there.

Blue—Circleville, Ohio
Chester Blue, manager of the Circleville
Furniture Co., announced expansion of the
store and addition of new lines the last of
February.
Peck—Ithaca, N. Y.
Peck Furniture House of Cortland opened
a branch store in Ithaca the first of April,
which is temporarily in charge of William
A. Munsey. The company also has stores
in Tompkins, Cayuga and Seneca counties.

Hueneield—Bryan. Ohio
Huenefeld Bros, opened a new furniture
store here in February to be run in connection with the R. & H. Furniture Co. in
Toledo. The Bryan store will be operated
by the three brothers, Howard, Robert and
Roy Huenefeld. Robert will be in active
charge.
Biederman—St. Louis, Mo.
The Biederman Furniture Co., one of the
oldest retail furniture houses in St. Louis,
leased a three-story and basement building
at 814 Franklin Ave. early in March, to be
operated as an exchange store.

Levine & Dickinson—Windsor, Ont.
Levine & Dickinson, furniture and electric
dealers, moved to larger quarters in February and plan further expansion within the
next three months by opening a basement
store.
A

early in March, under the management of
K. A. Hendryx, who has been with the
Banner-Whitehill organization for ten years.
Since 1929 Hendryx has been with the
organization in Indianapolis as salesman,
buyer and department manager.
Regent—New York, N, Y.
Regent Shops, Inc., furniture and bedding
leased a floor at 153-161 East 24th St. the
middle of February.
Federal—Sacramento, Cal.
Federal Outfitting Co. opened a furniture
department in its store early in March.
Wyandotte—Independence, Mo.
The Wyandotte Furniture Co., in business
for 31 years, opened its new store the last
of February. The new location triples the
floor space, according to B. T. Clarkson,
manager.
Dowdy—New Bern, N. C.
W. F. Dowdy, proprietor of Dowdy Furniture Co. opened his store in a new location
on Pollock St. the last of February. More
than 3000 people visited the store at its
opening.

Plummer—Ashville, N. C.
Plummer Radio Service, operated by
Francis Plummer, moved to a new location
at 15 Ashland Ave. the last of February.
Neff—Cresco, Iowa
Neff Furniture Co., opened here early in
March under management of C. R. Neff,
formerly of Cedar Rapids.
Smith—Burlington. Vt.
Smith Furniture Co. opened its new store
at 87 Church St. here the middle of February. Harry Smith, formerly of Swanton,
is manager.
Albaugh—Middletown, Ohio
Albaugh's Furniture Store moved to a
new location early in February to allow
room for expansion of furniture. Vern
Albaugh and son Arthur are proprietors.
Compton-Oden—Miami, Fla.
Compton-Oden Furniture Co. opened in
a new four-story building here early in
March. T. Howard Oden, president, and
L. B. Compton, secretary and treasurer of
the company, have been in the furniture
business here since 1921.
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The Grand Rapids
Wood Finishing Co.

vG.R.Wood FmishingCc
MANUFACTURERS

§9 D

AND
1STRIBUTERS ,

^ WOOD

i

_ INISHING

'"MATERIAL^

with forty years' experience in the development of QUALITY
finishing products, is nationally recognized as a foremost
authority on dependable up-to-the-minute methods of finishing and as the CREATORS of outstanding individual finishes
that are important factors in the success of every furniture
exhibit.

STAINS
FILLERS
LACQUERS
SHELLAC
WAX
SHEENCOAT

LET US HELP YOU —
to make your finishes distinctive, and artistically in harmony
with designs.

GRAND RAPIDS WOOD FINISHING CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

53-71 GRANDVILLE AV., S. W.

Modern Catalogs
Select from a broad complete line of
loose leaf devices the binder that best
suits your purpose — in price and in
style. Distinctive catalogs for the showroom. Inexpensive but g o o d - l o o k i n g
catalogs for the dealers. Strong, servicable catalogs for the salesmen. Also,
there is a new, better-way to display
fabrics.
WRITE. Send details of your r e q u i r e m e n t s .
Let us submit samples and complete information.

GRAND RAPIDS LOOSE LEAF BINDER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Binders for Every Purpose
Catalog Binders

C

Fabric Binders
Stock and Special Forms
We appreciate mentioning

you saw this in FINE FURNITURE
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Schmidt—Newark, N. J.
Christian Schmidt Furniture Co. leased a
nine-story building on Market St. for an
additional downtown store the middle of
February. The company is one of the oldest
furniture companies in the city and has
been located on Springfield Ave. for 35
years.
Pfeffer—Houston, Texas
Shannon Pfeffer, president of the new
Capitol Furniture Co., Inc., rented store
space at 715 Capitol Ave. for its store the
middle of February.
Ham & Players—Timmonsville, S. C.
Ham & Players Furniture and Undertaking Co. moved to Timmonsville in February.
They will operate the furniture business in
one location and have leased other property
to be converted into a funeral home.
—o—
Pearson—Indianapolis, Ind.
Collins W. Pearson opened the Pearson
Norge Store at 2109 West Washington St.
here the first of March. It will handle
electrical appliances.
Eagle—St. Louis, Mo.
The Eagle Furniture Co. will move to a
three-story building at 901-3 Franklin Ave.
about^ May 1. The building was formerly
occupied by the Biederman Furniture Co.
Findlay-Crowe—Columbus. Ohio
Harry "Pat" Crowe and Homer T. Findlay opened the Findlay-Crowe Furniture Co.,
463 No. High St., Columbus, Ohio, about
the middle of March. The store will carry
a complete line of homefurnishings.
Crowe, president and general manager, has
been connected with the furniture business
for over ten years and has also established
a reputation as a radio artist.
Findlay, treasurer of the company, was
associated with May & Co., Columbus, as
credit manager and salesman for 27 years.
Wellington T. Findlay, son, is also connected
with the organization. It is expected that
IS people will be employed.
Moll—Georgetown, Ky.
Georgetown Appliance Co., C. J. Moll,
manager, has moved to a new location to
give the company more floor space. The
move was made early in March.
Hobbs-Whisman—Clay City, Ky.
W. L. Hobbs and L. F. Whisman opened
a furniture store here early in March.
McFarland—Deland, Fla.
McFarland Co., which has been operating
a furniture store at Daytona Beach, has
opened a similar store at DeLand.

FINE
Dei Rio branch of the Eagle Furniture
store. The store will continue to be operated under the same name.
Binder's—Queens, L. I.
Binder's Furniture House, Inc., of Queens
was chartered to do a general furniture
business with capital of $15,000 the last of
February. Incorporators are Irving and
Morris Binder and Abel A. Rosenberg of
South Ozone Park.
Hampton—Pontiac, Mich.
The Hampton Radio Shop changed to a
new location at 26 West Huron St. here
the first of March, adding a line of general
household electrical appliances.
James
Hampton is operator of the store.
Ramsey-Richards—Winterset, Iowa
Ramsey-Richards opened its furniture
store in the old postoffice building the last
of February.
McKenney—Petersburg, Va.
McKenney Furniture Co., Inc., opened a
new store at 205-7 N. Sycamore St. early
in March with James D. McKenney, president, and Frank D. McKenney, secretarytreasurer. Both men have had many years
experience in the furniture business here.
Milford—Lake Charles, La.
Household Furniture Co., owned by the
Milford Furniture Co., purchased a threestory building here which it occupied the
first of March. The Household Furniture
Co. was established a year ago as an expansion move.
Sam & Fellows—Amboy, 111.
Seymore Sam and Lois Fellows of Dixon
opened a new furniture store in Amboy
the last of February under the name of
Sam & Fellows Furniture Co.
Economy Road—New York, N. Y.
Business went up 34% over 1935 levels
dunne the first two weeks after "Economy
Road" started last of February to attract
attention to furniture merchandising along
Third Ave., between 120th and 125th Sts.
Fifteen furniture stores are participating.
East Harlem Merchants Association opened
the road with a program in which Mary
Pickford, Mayor LaGuardia and Borough
President Levy participated.
Huber—Findlay, Ohio
C. M. Huber will re-enter the retail furniture business here again at 521 South Main
St.. it was announced early in March. George
Eebert will manage the Findlay store.
Huber's Kenton. Ohio, store is managed
by D. C. Jennings.

Brooks—Marshfield, Mo.
J. W. Brooks and his brother. C. A.
Brooks, opened a new furniture store here
the last of February.

Keiser—Herkimer, N. Y.
Jake Keiser. for ten years manager of
the Markson Bros, store, became manager
of the Home Furniture Store the first of
March in a re-organization move.

Frazier—Del Rio, Texas
Nat E. Frazier, president of the Frazier
Furniture Co., announced the last of February that the company had taken over the

Moriarty—New York, N. Y.
Paul M. Kelly was named manager of the
Moriarty Furniture Store early in March,
following the death of R. C. Doggett.

FURNITURE

Royal Furn. Co.—Morgantown, W. Va.
Artistic styling and beauty is the keynote
of the Royal Furniture Company's new
three-story store, which opened the last of
February at 148-150 High St., Morgantown,
W. Va.
The new store has 26,000 square feet of
floor space, which more than doubles the
space of its former building.
For the opening four model rooms were
laid out on the ground floor to display the
latest type of living and dining room furniture, the basement was equipped with model
kitchens and the second floor was given
over to model bedrooms and a nursery.
The building was designed by Harry L.
Widom, registered architect, of Pittsburgh.
«
Woodhouse—New York, N. Y.
Woodhouse & Co., Ltd., operators of one
of the largest furniture businesses in the
world, will open its first store in the United
States in the Barbridge Bldg. at Broadway
and 34th St. The lease was signed early in
March.

DEATH S
STOVER—Lincoln, Neb.
Delmer Stover, 71, retired captain of the
Lincoln fire department and for 15 years in
the furniture business here, died late in
February. He was born in Dowagiac, Mich.,
and was a past commander of the Knights
Templar, and a member of the A.F. & A.M.,
R. A. M., O. E. S. and Legion of Honor.
Survived by widow, daughter, Mrs. E. E.
Petersen, of Los Angeles; two sons, Lyle
and Willis of Lincoln; two brothers, Albert
of Syracuse, Neb., and Joe of Springfield,
Ohio.
KRAKOW—Detroit, Mich.
Richard H. Krakow, Sr., 79, head of the
Krakow Furniture Co., 6927 Gratiot Ave.,
Detroit, died the middle of February.
Krakow spent his early days as a stone
carver but retired when stone sculpture became mechanized and with his sons, William
T. and Richard H. Jr., formed the furniture
company which bears his name.
DOVER—North Manchester, Ind.
O. T. Dover, 61, for 25 years a representative of the Northfield Co., North Manchester, Ind., died at his home in Chicago
late in January. For the past several years
he had been in charge of the company's
display at the American Furniture Mart.
LENNON—New York, N. Y.
Patrick M. Lennon, head of the Patrick
M. Lennon Furniture Co. at 303 5th Ave.,
died at his home in Elmhurst in March.
Born at Rathfryland, County Down, Ireland, he came to the United States in 1883
and for half a century was a leader in Irish
patriotic groups in this country. He was an
organizer of the New York Amnesty Committee for release of Irish political prisoners
in British jails.
In 1919 Lennon was a member of the
reception committee to Eammon de Valera
and for many years was treasurer of the
Shamrock Club of the Clan-na-Gael. He
belonged to the Knights of Columbus, the
Holy Name Society and the Catholic Benevolent Legion.
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From the progressive, scientific
research of the great automobile
industry, comes this great forward
stride for the home furnishing field.

FIRST SHOWING of
American Auto Felt Corporation's

New "MASTER" Sleeping Units
Behind the introduction of the new "Master" sleeping
units lie years of service in the great automobile industry
— the accumulated knowledge, engineering, research and
production experience and facilities, gained through this
association.
Fully patent-protected, this new product not only makes
available superior quality and serviceability, but does so
at lower costs — a combination which in allfieldshas
inevitably led to a broad expanding market.
American Auto Felt Corporation's " M a s t e r " products
are backed with a full ten-year guarantee, without the
service charges now prevailing. They are further backed
with a complete and comprehensive merchandising
program which should assure an immediate and large
volume demand based on two fundamental human
appeals, as well as by the advantages, superiority and
economy of the product. It is a product with more
proven superior points of quality, beauty, durability,
and excellence, than any similar product on the market
at the present time.
The first showing of the new "Master" sleeping units and
the first presentation of the entire program will be made
during the mid-season Market at space 524, American
Furniture Mart, Chicago. Those interested in acquiring
the franchise for the sale and distribution of this new
line are cordially invited to visit the American Auto Felt
space, May 4 to May 9.

Here is an opportunity
without p r e c e d e n t for
r e t a i l stores and for
localized or centralized
mattress bedding manufacturers — backed by
a corporation with the
determination and with
the financial and production resources to GO
PLACES quickly in a
big way.

AMERICAN AUTO FELT CORPORATION • Grand Rapids • Mich.
SHOWROOMS:

SPACE

524, AMERICAN

FURNITURE
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Clean Selling and Merchandising
based on 25 Years of Successful Merchandising

I

N the Leading Furniture and Department Stores of the United States and Canada
is what makes the Joseph P. Lynch Sales Company the Leading Sales Organization
in America.
There is no secret about the Joseph P. Lynch Special Sales Methods—nothing
spectacular •— mark up is practically normal — and there is nothing about this plan
which can possibly reflect on the policy, honesty, good •will or reputation of the
store using it.
Instead — it makes friends, increasing the buying radius, opens up hundreds of
new accounts. It builds business with sound, legitimate merchandising, advertising
and display methods. They are effective because of the wide experience of over 25
years, keen analysis in its application, and thorough attention to details in the proper
coordination of all departments and employees toward a definite sales and profit
making goal.
The operation of a Joseph P. Lynch Selling Event runs so smoothly and everything
is so well organized that merchants say they cannot understand how the Joseph P.
Lynch Sales engineers can move so much merchandise profitably and so easily in such
a short time.
Better still — every Joseph P. Lynch plan has a vitalizing, beneficial effect on
the entire store organization and on future sales, as there are no reactions after the
sale. Instead, there is an increasing daily sales total compared to the previous year.

INVESTIGATE
Write or Wire
for Oiir

Free Plans
Space In this advertisement permits our giving you only a brief
idea as to the intimate details of
the Joseph P. Lynch Sales Plan.
Our c o m p l e t e outline goes
thoroughly into detail — tells you
exactly what we do — how we do
it — and what it costs you for our
services. This is gladly sent you
without obligation upon request,
and we urge you to write or wire
us immediately.
Surely if some of America's
largest and most reputable stores
place their confidence in us why
should you hesitate?
Send for it today. We promise
you will not be disappointed.
Joseph P. Lynch of the Joseph P. Lynch
Sales Company, who personally supervises
alt sales plans, is rated by Success magazine and other national publications as
being one of the outstanding retail merchandising experts in America.

Joseph P. Lynch Plan
TODAY
It May Mean the Greatest Sales Volume
for 1936 in Your History
By writing us you will secure the actual application of this plan in 25 leading retail stores
the size of yours, advertising and overhead
cost and other interesting figures.
Past records show that this plan has sold
in every case not less than 15% of the yearly
sales volume in 15 days — and this regardless
of the sire of the store or the season of the
year—in many cases far exceeding this
amount.
Would you like to sell 15% of your yearly
volume in 15 days — at your own prices —
and at an advertising expense of about 2'/2%
in department stores and about 3'/2% to 5%
in furniture stores?
Let us outline to you the workings of this
merchandising plan so that you will understand thoroughly its application to your store
and approximately how it would affect your
volume of business and profit.

Joseph P. Lynch Sales Co.
General Office, 148-154 Louis St.

the

Write for this information at once, so that
we can place this confidential outline in your
hands without delay.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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FINE ARTS BUILDING
Newest and Most Modern Exhibition Building in Grand Rapids

YEAR 'ROUND E X P O S I T I O N S

•

DAY or N I G H T

Your product shown in the FINE ARTS BUILDING, Grand Rapids, is on display
in a "hotel" for merchandise. Constructed exclusively for furniture display, floor
arrangement, lighting, ventilation and the highest type of general service is
conducted in the interest of the f u r n i t u r e and house-furnishing exhibitors.

The FINE ARTS BUILDING is in step with Three-quarters
of a Century of Progress of the Grand Rapids Exposition.
FINE ARTS CORPORATION
operating

FINE ARTS and PANTLIND EXHIBITION BUILDINGS
We appreciate mentioning you saw this in FINE FURNITURE
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S O Gibson deserves your first consideration before you decide
on any line.

See your Gibson Distributor today or write us for

complete information on the Gibson 1936 Dealer Proposition.

Good Housekeeping
Institute
*

GIBSON
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Gibson Refrigerator Corp
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Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair Co
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Grand Rapids Brass Co
Grand Rapids Furniture Exposition Ass'n

Linen covered English lounge chair
with valance is priced at $39.50
They have Hardwood Frames •
Hair Filling • Outsides Burlapped
• Posture Seating • One-Piece
Web Seat and Back • Marshall
Units in Seat and Back
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Grand Rapids Loose Leaf Binder Co
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Grand Rapids Wood Finishing Co
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Hoffman Lumber Co
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Imperial Furniture Co
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Irwin Co., Robert W
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44

Kindel Furniture Co

11

Klise Mfg. Co

57

Limbert Co., Charles P
Luce Furniture Corp

By concentrating on
volume production of
a short line covering
90% of all chair requirements, w e a r e
able to offer you and
your c u s t o m e r s the
b i g g e s t v a l u e in
lounging chairs. ALL
PRICED FOR RAPID,
VOLUME TURNOVER
ON YOUR FLOORS.

8 and 9

Grand Rapids Liquidating Co

Groenleer-Vance Furniture Co

Short Line
PRODUCTION
. . the Secret of
Greater Values

FURNITURE

4
34 and 35

Visit our . . .

Luxury Furniture Co
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DISPLAY

Lynch Sales Co., Joseph P

62

Michigan Furniture Shops, Inc

Third Floor
Keeler Bldg.

Schoonbeck Co., The

6
47

Sligh Co., Charles R
Vander Ley Bros., Inc

LUXURY
FURNITURE
COMPANY

V'Soske Shops

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Wolverine Upholstery Co

Waters-Klingman Bldg
West Michigan Furniture Co
Widdicomb Furniture Co

W. F. BOWKAMP
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NOTICE
To Owners of Retail Stores,
Manufacturing Plants
and Jobbing Houses
If you want to retire from business — liquidate your merchandise stocks, fixtures and equipment, FOR SPOT CASH —
collect accounts — and where desired, lease your building —
Write, wire, phone or mail coupon below for full details of
our NEW PLAN of liquidation, now being used by some of
America's largest retail, manufacturing

and wholesale

houses. The plan will be sent free of obligation on request —
all correspondence and results of our plan will be held in
strictest confidence.

GRAND RAPIDS LIQUIDATING CO.
Liquidators of Retail Stores, Manufacturing Plants
and Jobbing Houses
FIRST FLOOR PENINSULAR BUILDING

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

GRAND RAPIDS LIQUIDATING COMPANY,
First ^'loor Peninsular Building,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Gentlemen — Please furnish us, free of obligation, details of your new Liquidation Plan. Please
check below.
• HAVE REPRESENTATIVE CALL
• MAIL DETAILS OF PLAN
Firm
Street
City

State

Address reply to
We want to liquidate

• Merchandise

PLEASE CHECK
• Fixtrres • Collect Accounts

We appreciate mentioning you saw this in FINE FURNITURE
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America's Most Popular Line of.
KNEE-HOLE DESKS
DIVERSITY . . . The illustrations of the five
knee-hole desks on this page will give the furniture
merchant an excellent idea of the diversity of the
Charles R. Sligh desk line and a careful check of
the accompanying prices will quickly convince him
of merchandising possibilities and the certainty of a
satisfactory mark-up.

G R O U P S O F SIX . . . In selecting a group
of six desks for one shipment the buyer is given the
opportunity to choose any desks in the line to make
up the group and take advantage of the lower price
prevailing where the group of six desks are purchased
on one order.
This company also manufactures a smartly designed
group of living room tables and bedroom suites.

D i o r LA Y . . . The complete line will be on display at the Grand Rapids Spring Market, in the
Waters-Klingman Bldg., where all visiting buyers are
invited to inspect it. Buyers unable to visit the
Market may order desks direct from this advertisement. Full information and prices on any other suites
or pieces in the line will be sent promptly on request.

PRICES . . . Desk 1: No. 2048, priced $25.90;
desk 2: No. 2147, priced $34; desk 3: No. 2045,
priced $52; desk 4: No. 2026, priced $39; desk 5:
No. 2044, priced $50.
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